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ABSTRACT 

Detection of stress corrosion cracks and other types of deterioration in pipes can be 

performed by producing elastic Lamb waves in the circumferential direction. Availability 

of Fiber Composite materials that have been utilized to retrofit the pipeline networks 

necessitates development of new theoretical procedures to analyze the behavior of 

anisotropic materials including Fiber Composites. The study of propagation of elastic 

waves in the circumferential direction for anisotropic materials primarily requires the 

derivation of dispersion curves. To obtain the dispersion curves, governing differential 

equations must be solved and the boundary conditions must be satisfied. Since 

differential equations for anisotropic materials are coupled, a general new analytical 

model is introduced which is capable of solving the coupled differential equations and 

removes the obstacle of decoupling which might not be always possible. To verify the 

validity of the new technique the results have been compared with the available data for 

isotropic materials and have matched satisfactorily. The proposed method can be easily 

extended to investigate pipe walls composed of several layers of isotropic and anisotropic 

materials and for problems with other types of geometry and boundary conditions. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Importance 

In the current status of material technology, achievement of the optimum design 

mostly requires careful combination of different materials with selected properties. Since 

the created object must be able to resist complicated service and ultimate limit states as 

well as the durability considerations, the final result often will be a composite product. 

The usage of advanced composite materials requires comprehensive experimental 

and analytical studies to ensure the conformance with service, safety and durability 

regulations. In addition to that, to keep the product in working condition, other aspects of 

their behavior that are indications of proper performance must be investigated. In this 

regard nondestructive testing (NDT) is a cost-effective technology that can be used to 

monitor the health of the structure. 

In pipeline construction, that is the common part of ahnost every industrial or civil 

project, reinforced concrete has a long history of usage. Water supply and wastewater 

collection networks constitute essential parts of public investments in infrastructures. 

Most of the existing pipeline networks have been under service for several decades. 

During this period, the pipe wall has been constantly in contact with corrosive ions that 

may exist in the environment or in the containing fluid. On the other hand it has been 

subjected to the external pressures due to the embankment or stresses caused by 

settlement or wheel load of vehicles passing on the ground and other detrimental factors. 

Steel pipelines used in gas transmission networks have also similar problems. The 
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presence of corrosive ions and internal stresses lead to some kind of cracks known as 

stress-corrosion cracks that appear in the longitudinal direction of the pipes. Of course 

this is not the only detrimental phenomenon that takes place, but it is a very important 

type. 

Now there are many instances where the pipelines have to be repaired in order to 

provide the service or prevent the dangers of leakage or explosion. In recent years, more 

economical production of high-strength fibers has made it an appropriate candidate to be 

used as reinforcement especially for corrosive envirorraients as well as for repair and 

retrofit of existing networks. By applying fiber composites to the defective areas the 

mechanical properties of the pipe can be improved without excessive costs of excavation. 

The strengthened pipe consists of two or several layers of materials. Some of the layers 

such as fiber composite and reinforced concrete do not exhibit isotropic behavior. To 

monitor the performance of the repaired pipeline NDT techniques have to be used. 

Application of NDT techniques for anisotropic materials necessitates development of 

analytical methods capable of modeling the problem with different material properties. 

stress corrosion cracks 

Fig. 1 — Orientation of stress-corrosion cracks 
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The present research program can be considered as part of an analytical study on the 

behavior of a pipeline made up of isotropic and anisotropic materials such as reinforced 

concrete, steel and fiber composites when it is subjected to ultrasonic excitations 

producing elastic waves propagating in the circumferential direction. It should be noted 

that waves in circumferential direction intersect the longitudinal cracks and can be used 

effectively to detect the problematic areas. Longitudinal waves are almost parallel to the 

stress-corrosion crack surfaces and the produced images may not detect the flaws. 

Nondestructive testing methods for pipeline investigations mainly comprise of 

ultrasonic wave propagation, eddy current, and magnetic flux leakage methods each with 

a different scope and limitations. One of the most widely used techniques is the ultrasonic 

wave propagation within the range of 20 kHz to 10 MHz of excitation frequency. 

longitudinal crack 

Fig. 2 — Waves in circumferential direction are more effective 
to detect longitudinal cracks 
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1.2 Fundamental Concepts 

Wave propagation problems are by nature a dynamic problem. The governing 

equations are Navier's equations, which are equilibrium equations in the continuum 

media. The medium is subjected to excitation in order to produce a reflected "image". 

The excitation should have an exact predetermined frequency; otherwise, it will become 

more difficult to interpret the obtained image. 

Like every other dynamic problem in wave propagation, the medium response 

depends on the geometry and material properties. Since this is mathematically and 

physically similar to the response of firamed structures subjected to dynamic loading, it 

helps to briefly review that problem. 

In structures such as structural steel frames, the natural frequency of vibration plays 

an important role under external dynamic excitations. The actual response of the structure 

obeys characteristic properties of the stiffiiess matrix, which are eigenvalues and 

eigenvectors. Eigenvalues, which are periods of vibration for different mode shapes, 

represent the fact that response for every excitation will be a combination of only those 

specific frequencies no matter what firequencies are included in the excitation. 

In ordinary dynamic problems, to obtain the eigenvalues or the frequencies that 

represent structural behavior, the free vibration case is considered. The physical meaning 

of this model at first seems ambiguous because only the structure is defined and no 

information about the external excitation is introduced in the model. If the excitation 

were known it could be possible to apply the mechanical rules to obtain the response. 

Also in a free vibration case, the initial conditions are required, to be able to solve the 
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problem. The mathematical model to obtain the mode shapes and frequencies neither 

contains the applied dynamic loading nor considers any initial values at the beginning at 

time t = 0. It can be thought as if after an unknown dynamic loading when the structure is 

still vibrating the response is sought. Since before the time t = 0, loading is removed and 

the initial conditions at the starting moment of formulation are not available the result of 

the mathematical solution cannot show exactly what the response will be and it caimot be 

expected. Therefore the outcomes of that mathematical model without initial conditions 

does not correspond to a specific loading and the results must contain only general 

information about the overall behavior of the structure. That is why the mathematical 

model shows all the possible maimers that the structure behaves generally. Those 

manners are the mode shapes that contain all of the possible vibration forms each 

associated with a specific firequency. 

Response, due to a specific dynamic loading or for a known initial condition, is a 

combination of the obtained mode shapes. The contribution of each mode is a function of 

loading. Now, if the dynamic loading is chosen deliberately so that it matches with one of 

the mode shapes regarding the amplitudes and the frequency associated with that 

particular mode shape, then the structure doesn't have any choice except vibrating 

accordingly after the transient response. 

In wave propagation the continuous medium adds to the complexities. In frame 

problems, considering a few number degrees of fi-eedom is enough to fully capture the 

behavior of the structure while for a plate or a pipe, that is not the case. As an example 
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for continuous medium, the first nine modes of vibration for a membrane are shown in 

the following; 

/I = 1, m = 1 n = 1, m ~ l  /I = 1, m = 3 

« = 2, m = l n = 2, m = 2 n = 2, m = 3 

/i = 3, /n = l /i = 3, /n = 2 

Fig. 3 — Number of mode shapes in a continuum is infinite. 
For a square membrane with side-length of a. 

n  =3 ,  m =  3  

w[x ,  y ]  =  Sm[n7cx/a]Cos[mjry /a]  

(#f = 1, 2, ... ;m = l, 2 ,  . . . )  

The mathematical model for wave propagation has to deal with infinite number of 

degrees of freedom. Corresponding to the eigenvalues for frame structures there are 

infinite numbers of pairs of frequency-phase velocity values each representing a point on 
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a f versus v coordinate system. The distribution of the points on f — v plane is not 

scattered. The point locations change gradually and continuously comprising several 

curves. For each point on a curve there is a corresponding mode shape similar to the 

frame case. For points close together on a curve the mode shapes change gradually. In 

wave propagation literature a dispersion curve may be referenced by propagating mode or 

wave mode, which simply indicates the curve number and it should not be confused with 

mode shapes. 

The dispersion curves show the general characteristics of the medium under applied 

dynamic loading. The mathematical model for the continuous medium is similar to that in 

frames. There is neither excitation nor initial conditions and it is again an eigenvalue 

problem. Dispersion curve gives the speed of propagation for each wave and 

consequently the wavelength can be calculated. A wave is called nondispersive when its 

velocity is independent of the frequency of the excitation. 

The basic governing equation in wave propagation is the Navier's equation. If the 

problem geometry contains a boundary then the solution also should satisfy the boundary 

conditions. Then different types of waves are generated at the boundary and the problem 

is called guided wave problem. Different guided wave problems are solved by Rayleigh, 

Lamb, and Stonely and these guided waves are known as Rayleigh, Lamb, and Stonely 

waves. Waves generated on the surface of a semi-infinite solid are called Rayleigh waves. 

On the surface, traction forces must vanish and the waves will decay with depth. Lamb 

waves are plain strain waves that occur in a free plate and traction forces are zero on 

upper and lower surfaces of the plate. Stonely waves occur at the interface between two 



media. Since a pipe has two boimdaries, the inner and outer surfaces, the pipe problem 

falls in the Lamb wave category. 

The dispersion curves are utilized in order to select the appropriate guided wave 

mode for a specific case. 

10.0. 

8.0-

I 0.0-

6 

2.0-

0.0- zo 0.0 0.0 4.0 8.0 10.0 

Frequency (MHz) 

F/g. 4—A typical dispersion curve 

Cut-off frequencies indicate the frequency limits for the existence of a specific mode. 

If the frequency is less than the cut-off point then that mode cannot be generated in the 

media. Since the excitation is comprised of a limited number of pulses the generated 

wave in the medium has a range of frequencies. In this range the strongest frequency is 

the same as the excitation frequency. 

The group of waves propagates with a different velocity, which is called group 

velocity. Derivation of group velocities is not difficult and corresponding to each 

dispersion curve, obtained for phase velocity, there is a dispersion curve for group 

velocity. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

The most relevant papers to this work are the works with circular geometry. However 

there are some other related works that were found helpful to accomplish this study. 

The flat plate problem has received extensive attention in the literature. Sezawa's work 

[1] appears as one of the earliest works on this problem (1927). In the first part of his 

paper he has studied the dispersion of elastic waves on a stratified surface. In the second 

part dispersion of elastic waves on curved surface is investigated. The direction of wave 

propagation is considered parallel to the generating lines. Dispersion curves are also 

provided for flat stratified surfaces and hollow cylinders. Thomson (1950) had also 

studied the stratified medium with an improvement in the numerical manipulations using 

matrix operations [2]. Haskel in 1953 has corrected a minor problem in Thomson's work 

using basically the same method [3]. Coquin (1964) has studied attenuation of guided 

waves in isotropic materials [4 ]. Cheng and Zhang have worked on Lamb wave modes 

propagating along arbitrary direction in an orthotropic plate [5]. Recent works on flat 

plate geometry encompass anisotropic and multilayered materials. Nayfeh and Nagy 

(1996) have investigated the axisynmietric waves in layered anisotropic fibers and 

composites [6]. 

In circumferential direction of propagation, a limited number of works are available. 

Viktorov [7] has done a historical work on the topic in 1958. He has introduced the 

concept of angular wave number, has derived the differential equations using Helmholtz 

decomposition and has solved the problem with boundary conditions only on one surface. 



It has taken 38 years until Qu et al. [8] have added the boundary conditions for the second 

surface. They have derived non-dimensional dispersion curves for an annulus with 

isotropic material. Since the material is considered isotropic it is applicable to the 

metallic materials but not for reinforced concrete or composite pipes. 

Circular geometry also has been studied extensively in the longitudinal direction. 

Gazis' work in 1959 [9-10], which consists of two parts, I. Analytical Foundation and II. 

Numerical Results fully describes the wave propagation in hollow cylinders with 

isotropic materials. Pao and Mindlin (1960) have studied dispersion of flexural waves in 

an elastic circular cylinder [11]. Eliot and Mott - 1968 [12] have investigated the 

propagation of waves in circular cylinders having hexagonal crystal symmetry. Chervinko 

and Savchenkov (1986) have studied harmonic viscoelastic waves in a layer and in an 

infinite cylinder [13]. There have been many other investigations on the elastic wave 

propagation in the longitudinal direction of propagation; however only a few researchers 

have considered the circumferential direction of wave propagation. 

Considerable effort has been spent on material characterization. Rose, Nayfeh and 

Pilarski (1989b) have worked on surface waves for material characterization [14 ]. 

Composite materials and anisotropy have also attracted interests. Every and Sachse 

(1990) have worked on determination of the elastic constants of anisotropic solids from 

acoustic-wave group-velocity measurements [15]. Karim, Mai and Bar-Cohen (1990) 

have studied the determination of the elastic constants of composites [16]. Papadakis, 

Patton and Tsai (1991) have studied the elastic moduli of a thick composite [17]. Aboudi 

(1981) has worked on generalized effective stif&iess theory for modeling of fiber 
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reinforced composites [18]. Ditri (1994b) has studied the propagation of pure plane 

waves in anisotropic media [19]. Mai (1988) has considered the interface zone problem 

[20]. 

Experimental aspects of the pipe inspection are still under development. Alleyne and 

Cawley (1995) have worked on the long-range detection of corrosion in pipes using Lamb 

waves [21]. Alleyen, Lowe and Cawley (1996) have discussed their experience in the 

inspection of chemical plant pipework using Lamb wave [22]. Kundu, Ehsani, Maslov 

and Guo (1999) have produced C-Scan images of the concrete/GFRP composite interface 

[23]. Guo and Kundu (2000) have proposed a new sensor for pipe inspection by Lamb 

waves [24]. Maslov and Kundu (1997) have worked on selection of Lamb modes for 

detecting internal defects in composite laminates [25]. Yang and Kundu (1998) have 

studied the internal defect detection in multilayered composite plates [26]. Jung, Kundu 

and Ehsani (2000) have worked on internal discontinuity detection in concrete by Lamb 

waves [27]. Ghosh, and Kundu (1998) have proposed a new transducer holder mechanism 

for efficient generation and reception of Lamb modes in large plates [28]. Ghosh, Kundu 

and Karpur (1998) have worked on efficient use of Lamb modes for detecting defects in 

large plates [29]. Yang and Kundu (1998) have studied guided waves in multilayered 

anisotropic plates for internal defect detection [30]. Maslov and Kundu (1997) have 

worked on selection of Lamb modes for detecting internal defects in laminated 

composites [31]. Kundu and Maslov (1997) have worked on material interface inspection 

by Lamb waves [32]. 
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The literature review confirms that the problem under consideration is original and it 

has practical value in detecting longitudinal flaws using circumferential waves. 
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CHAPTER 3 

FUNDAMENTAL EQUATIONS 

3.1 Navier's equations in cylindrical coordinates 

Wave propagation in circumferential direction in pipes with isotropic material 

properties is usually modeled as a plane strain problem; i.e. the displacement component 

along the longitudinal axis of the pipe is set equal to zero. For a few other types of 

anisotropy this situation remains valid. However, for general anisotropy the longitudinal 

component of displacement must be considered in the mathematical modeling. The 

symmetry of both geometry and material properties is required for plane strain 

idealization. In absence of such symmetry a three-dimensional mathematical modeling is 

necessary. 

In the cylindrical coordinate system, displacement components in the radial and 

tangential directions are denoted by «r and ue respectively. 

Fig. 5 — Displacement components in cylindrical coordinate system 
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Hence the strain components in the plane of r - 0 are: 

dUrir,0,O (1.1) 
C f x  — 

dr 

dUff i r ,  t )  1 (1.2) 
eeg = + — «r(r, G, t) 

rdO r  

duJr ,  6 ,  t )  
" (1.3) 
dz 

1 ( dUrir, e, 0 dugir, 6, t) Ug(r, 6, /) 
= r:::— + :: 1 (>-4) 
_ 1 / dUrir, e, t) dUgir, &, t) ^ Ugir, &, /) \ 

~  2  (  rde  dr  r  )  

• i t  

" 7 i ~  

1 / dUrir ,  e ,  t )  du^ir ,  9 ,  t )  ̂  

oz * ar ] 

1 ( du^ir, e, 0 dugir, 9, t) ̂  
e 0 z - — \  +  ( 1 . 6 )  

' ^ dG dz 

Using the stress-strain relationship for anisotropic material stress values can be obtained 

in terms of displacements. In Fig. 6, the stress components are shown. Strain components 

corresponding to stress components have the same subscripts. 

The constitutive matrix (tensor) for anisotropic material in three dimensions consists 

of 21 independent elastic constants: 

(2) 

' ̂1,1 ^1,2 ^1,3 Ci,4 Cl,5 Q,6 ' 
Cl,2 ^2,2 ^2,3 ^2,4 ^2,5 Q,6 ^z,z 

0-r,r <^l,3 <^2,3 C3,3 C3,4 ^3,5 ^3,6 ^r,r 
Ci,4 C2,4 C3,4 Q,4 C«,5 Q,6 2 ^ f l , 2  
Cl.5 Q,5 Q,5 Q,5 ^5,5 Q,6 2er,e 

. ̂ r,z - .Q,6 C2,6 0,6 Q,6 Cs,6 0,6, . 2 ̂ r,2 > 
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Z 

r 
rAO 

dr 

Fig. 6 — Stress components in cylindrical coordinate system 

In order to obtain the Navier's equations, stress values in terms of displacement 

components will be substituted into equilibrium equations. Equilibrium equations in 

radial and tangential directions, in absence of body and inertia forces are given by: 

da-fr  da-^  da-^  o 'rr - '^Qe 
+  +  +  = 0  

dr  dz  rdO r  

dcTfQ ^o-0x Sa-Qg 2a'r0 
+ + + = 0 

dr  dz  rdO r  

+ + + = 0 
dr  dz  rdO r  

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 
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For dynamic problems the inertia terms should be added. These terms are simply mass 

times acceleration which appear on the right hand sides: 

do'rr ^nr a-gg d^Urir,9,t) 
+ + + p = 0 (4.1) 

dr  dz  rd6  r  df i  

da- f f f  d fT^ da-QQ 2 ( t^  Ugir ,  0 ,  t )  
+ + + p =0 (4.2) 

dr  dz  rdO r  df i  

^rz d^U^ir, 0, t) 
+ + + p =0 

dr  dz  rdO r  d t^  
(4.3) 

Since the problem is planar and is independent of z in the above expressions z is 

replaced with t, denoting the time dependence of the displacement components. 

Substitution of (1.1-1.6) into stress components (2) gives stress components in terms of 

displacements. Then subsequently if the resulting expressions for stress are substituted 

into the Navier's equations (4.1-4.3) it leads to the following equations: 

(5.1) 

_P„(0,0,2)(^^ +C3,3«r^'®'®^(r, e, /)r2 + 

C3,3 4''®'®^(r, 6>, /) r - C|,4 0 r + C3,4 6>, /) r - Ci,5 0, O r + 

2C3,5 4''''®^(r, Or + C3,6 4*'''®^('-' /)r + C4,56>, /)r + 

C i , 3  4 ' r  +  C s , 5  r  -  C i , i  u/ j ,  0 ,  / )  +  C | , 5  « f l ( r ,  ( 9 ,  t )  -

Ci.6 0, O - Ci,, 0, O - C5,5 0, t) + Cs^ 4"'2'®^(r, 0, t) + 

C5,6 0 +Ci,5 0, /) = 0 
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(5.2) 

-puf^'^\r, e, 0/^ +C3,5«^^®'®^(r, e, Or^ +C4,5M?'®'°^(r, e, Op- €5,5 e,t)r^-k-

Ci,5 0,t)r+2 C3,5 4''®'®Vr, e,t)r + 2 €4,5 6, Or + 

C5,5 4'0,t)r + Ci^ 0,Or + Cs^ 4''''»Vr, 6, t)r + Ci,4 4'' ' 0, f) r + 

C5,6 4*'''"^(r, 0, /)r+2Ci,5 4''*'®^('-' Or+ Ci,5a,(r, 0, 0-C54«<,(r, 0, /) + 

Ci,i 6>, 0 +C5,5 e, t) + €5,6 e, t) + Ci,5 6, O + 

C,,6 9, t) +C1.1 uf^^\r, 0, /) = 0 

(5.3) 

0, r)r^ +C3,4«r^®'®^(''' Or^ +C4,4«l^'®'®^(r, 9, /)/^ + C4,5«?'®'®^(r, f)r^ + 

^ 1 , 4 « r / ) r  +  C 3 , 4 « ^ * ' ® ' ® ^ ( r ,  0 / -  +  C 4 , 4 I I ^ 2 ' ' ® ' ® V ,  9 ,  / ) r  +  C 3 , 6  ! # { . ' ' 0 ,  O r  +  

C4,54''''®^(''' Or + 2C4,6«y'''®^(''' Or + Ci,44*'''V, Or + 

C5,6 Or + Ci,6 tti."'''"Vr, 0, O - C5,6 «?'''"\r, e, 0 + Cs,6 4®'^'"Vr, /) + 
C6.6 «f^'">(r, 0, 0 +C,,6 ^'®^(r, 0, O = 0 

Partial derivatives in the above formulas are represented with superscripts. The first 

component of the superscript indicates the derivative with respect to r, the second 

component corresponds to the derivative with respect to 9 and the last one is with respect 

to the t variable while the values correspond to the order of derivatives. Therefore a 

superscript like (0,2,0) means second derivative with respect to the 9 . 

3.2 Wave Form for an Elastic Hollow Cylinder 

The wave speed in flat plates is assumed constant across the plate. In other words all 

points across the plate thickness are excited at the same time with same phase. 

For the wall of a pipe to have a flat wave firont the wave velocity at the inner layers must 

be smaller than that at the outer layers. See figure 7. 
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Fig. 7—Inner layers must have smaller wave speed. 

When the radius of curvature approaches infinity the circular shape changes into a flat 

plate. Therefore the time dependence of the wave equation somehow should exhibit the 

variation of the phase velocity. Viktorov [7] has used the angular wave number to express 

the phenomenon. Qu et al. [8] have also used the same concept for time dependence part 

of the displacements. Since this aspect of wave propagation comes from circular 

geometry and is independent of constitutive matrix it is adapted in this study as: 

Where, £/>(r), Ufir) and (r) represent the amplitude of vibration in the radial, 

tangential, and axial directions, respectively, "i" is the imaginary number V -1 and p is 

the angular wave number equal to the ratio of angular velocity to phase velocity times the 

radius. It should be noted here that the phase velocity is not a constant and changes with 

radius. Hence, if "c" is assumed to be the phase velocity at the outer surface with radius 

b; for other points having a radius r the phase velocity would be cr / A . 

In the subsequent mathematical derivations, in lieu of "p" its equivalent k.b has also been 

used, "k" is the wave number at the radius r = b. 

(6.1) 

ueir, e, t) = (6.2) 

(6.3) 
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CHAPTER 4 

ISOTROPIC PROBLEM 

For isotropic material properties, constitutive matrix takes the form. 

' 2 fi + X X A 0 
X 2// + A. A 0 
X A 2// + A 0 
0 0 0 2n. 

in which and ^ are Lame constants. Besides plane strain idealization is valid. 

Using this constitutive matrix Navier's equations are simplified to, 

(8.1) 

- p + i X  +  2 f i ) 9 ,  O r ^  +  i X  +  2  f x ) 9 ,  t ) r  +  

X 9, Or + fx 0, O r - (A + 2 //) Urir, 9, t) -

fi 9,0-a + 2 ft) 9, t) +/x 9,t)=0 

-p 9, t)r^ +fi 9, t)r^ + n 9, t)r + 
X 9, Or + ft 9,t)r-fi Ueir, 9,t) + fi 9, 0 + 

a + 2 fi) 9, t) +a+ 2 n) 0, /) = 0 

The obtained Navier's equations consist of second order derivatives of the planar 

displacement components and both of them must be simultaneously satisfied. In other 

words, those are coupled together either for isotropic or anisotropic material. 

To decouple the equations for the isotropic case, there is a technique which is called 

Helmholtz decomposition. The details of that will be discussed in the next section. 

In addition to the Navier's equations, the boundary conditions must also be satisfied. For 

the pipe problem, boundary conditions at the inner and outer surfaces of the pipe are 
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given in terms of stresses. On each surface, both normal and tangential stress components 

must vanish. The details are given in the subsequent sections. 
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CHAPTER 5 

HELMHOLTZ DECOMPOSITION 

Helmholtz decomposition from mathematical point of view is simply a change of 

variables. To clarify the method, the details of deriving the equations are given here. 

Auxiliary potential functions that serve as new variable functions are considered as: 

= (9.1) 

(9.2) 

In above expressions involving parameters are the same as defined 

on page 20. <I»(r) and ^(r) are auxiliary functions that must be found. 

The relationship between displacement components and potential functions in cylindrical 

coordinate system is: 

dtp difr 
u^r, 0, 0 = + (10.1) 

dr rde 

dtp diff 
Mfl(r, 6>, 0= 

rde dr (10-2) 

Now strain components can be calculated in terms of potential functions by substituting 

9.1 and 9.2 into 10.1 and 10.2 and the resulting expressions into the following formulas: 

du^r, e, t) 

dUfiir, e, /) 1 
eee = + — Urir, 0, t) . 

rde r 

1 f dUr(r, e, 0 dueir, 0, t) Ugir, e, t) \ 

^"""71 rae * Tr 'r j 
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By performing the algebraic manipulation, strain values in terms of potential functions 

will be obtained. Then stress components will be known. By substituting the stress 

components into the equilibrium equations the Navier's equations in terms ol^ anc^ 

will be obtained as; 
(12.1) 

+ 2 A. ^(r) + 4 /z 4»(r) A:^ — r {r) — 

lb^rti^'ir)k^ «P(r)Ar+iAr//«P'(r)A:+ 
i b f i  V " i r ) k  + p— r A.— Ir/i0'(r) + 

A +2r^fi ̂ "(r) + A. <D^^^(r) + 2r^n = 0 

(13.1) 
—f b^ A<^(r)k^ -2 i b^ fi ^(r)k^ —2 b^ fi "P(r)k^ + 

b^rn ̂ 'ir)k^ +ibr^pa/^ir)k +ibrX^'ir)k + 
2ibr p^'(r)k-¥ ibr^ X<b"ir)k •k-2i bt^ n<b'\r)k-
r^po? *'(r) + r // 1''(r) ?'"(r) n = 0 

Each of the obtained differential equations is comprised of two unknown functions, 

therefore they still appear as coupled equations. Now let us separate the terms involving 

each variable. Equation (12.1) leads to (12.2) and (12.3) and equation (13.1) leads to 

(13.2) and (13.3); 

2 h l'(r) k^ —r^p a? ̂ (r) — r p. fV) — i^P "I'"(r)) = 0 (12.2) 

2{pa?<ff\r)i^ +A<I>^^^(r)r^ +2/i<&^^^(r)r^ +A<I>"(r)r^ + 

2 p P- -^t?X <I>'(r) r-X^'ir)r-2b'^k^ p <&'(r) r -
2 p <^'(r) r+ 2 b^k^X «&(r) + 4b^ k^ p 4>(r)) = 0 

b^X^ir)!^ •^2b^p^{r)k^ -pa?<^ir) -rX^'{r) -
2rp <&'(r) -r^X<l>"(r) -2i^p<b'\r) = 0 

(13.2) 
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-p b? >P'(r) ^"(r)P" k^ fi >P'(r) r + 
/i «P'(r) r - 2 Ar^//W = 0 

This separation of variables apparently led to four equations but those are not 

independent equations. The third order equations can be easily obtained from the second 

order equations by taking derivatives; this is the main advantage for using the Helmholtz 

decomposition. Hence the only equations that must be satisfied are (12.2) and (13.2). 

These two equations can be written as. 

pa? ^ 
— <I»(r) <&"(r) = 0 

[ X+ 2 n) r 

(pc? l?k^\ V'ir) 
-"(r) = 0 .j^'(r) + +«P' 

Four equations 12.2, 12.3, 13.2 and 13.3 were set equal to zero. If those equations 

were independent of one another, then it would be wrong to introduce nonexistent 

conditions. Only the dependency of those parts justified to set them each equal to zero. 

Therefore, the resulting equations mathematically are exact equivalencies for the Navier's 

equations. 

The above mentioned procedure for isotropic material has been used by Qu et al. [8] 

to solve the problem for isotropic materials. It should be noted that for anisotropic 

materials Helmholtz potential flmctions do not lead to decomposition and cannot be 

utilized. The form of equations (14.1) and (14.2) matches the Bessel's equations and to 

follow the work up to the end, it is essential to review the basic ideas behind the Bessel's 
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solution. It also helps to understand the gradual evolution of the ideas that finally ended 

up to the new procedure introduced in this work. The Bessel solution is an especial case 

of Frobenius method and Frobenius method is an extension of the Power Series 

technique. In the appendix A, the above-mentioned methods are briefly reviewed. 
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CHAPTER 6 

ANISOTROPIC ELASTIC CONSTANTS 

For homogenous elastic materials stress-strain relationship is 

— Cijki ^kl 

The Cfjki term, which is a fourth order tensor with 81 elements because of symmetry and 

uniqueness of strain energy reduces to only 21 constants. The matrix presentation of the 

stress-strain relationship takes the form of 

' an ' ' Cn C12 Cl3 Cl4 CiS C 1 6 '  ' en ' 
0^22 C22 C23 C24 C25 C26 622 
ff33 • C33 C34 C35 C36 633 
CT12 • • C44 C45 C46 GI2 
^13 • • • C55 Cse 613 

L tT23 J L • . Cee ' > ^23 i 

The constitutive matrix for different types of crystallography of materials is as 

follows 

Triclinic:21 constants 

' Cu C12 Ci3 Cl4 Cl5 C l 6 \  
C22 C23 C24 C25 C26 

• C33 C34 C35 C36 
- . C44 C45 C46 
. . • C55 C56 

. . . Cge -

Monoclinic: 13 constants (standard orientation) 

'C\\ Ci2 Ci3 0 Ci5 0 ' 

C22 C23 0 C25 0 
C33 0 C35 0 

C44 0 C45 

C55 0 
V • • • • • 6̂6' 



Orthorombic: 9 constants 

Cii Ci2 Ci3 0 
C22 C23 0 

C33 0 
C44 

Tetragonal: 7 constants 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

C55 0 
• Qe 

'C\\ C12 Ci3 0 0 C16 ^ 
Cn C23 0 0 -C16 

C33 0 0 0 
• • • 0 0 
• • • • Css 0 

Trigonal: 7 constants 

'Cn C12 Ci3 C|4 -C25 
Cii C23 -Cu C25 

C33 0 0 
C44 0 

• • • • C44 

• • • • 
• 7" 

0 
0 
0 

C25 
Ci4 

6 constants 

'Ql ^12 Ci3 0 0 0 
Cii C23 0 0 0 

C33 0 0 0 
• • • 0 0 

C55 0 
Q6 

Hexagonal: 5 constants 

'Cii C12 ^13 0 0 0 ' 
C| I Ci3 0 0 0 

C33 0 0 0 
C44 0 0 

• • • • ^44 ^ 
7(^1-^"12) 

V L f 



Cubic: 3 constants 

' Ci 1 Ci2 Ct2 0 0 0 

Cii Ci2 0 0 0 
• C|1 0 0 0 

. C44 0 0 
• . • C44 0 

k • • . • C44, 

Isotropic: 2 constants 

Cil Ci2 Ci2 0 0 0 
Cii Ci2 0 0 0 

Cii 0 0 0 
— (C|i—C|2) 0 0 
2 

T (^11 ~^12) 0 
2 
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CHAPTER 7 

ANISOTROPIC PROBLEM 

The equations for general anisotropic case are derived in this section. Out of 21 

constants for general three-dimensional anisotropic problem only 10 constants appear in 

the formulation because of the planar nature of the problem. Presence of 10 independent 

constants and two unknown functions for radial and tangential amplitudes in two Navier's 

equations provide two coupled differential equations. The detailed derivation is given 

below: 

Time dependence for displacements are considered the same as given in equations 

6.1, 6.2 and 6.3 i.e.: 

Urir, e, t) = 

UgCr,e, = 

!/,(/•, e, t) = UJi.r)e' 

The definition of terms is also the same. Using the above relationships strain components 

in the cylindrical coordinate system can be obtained. The general constitutive matrix with 

ten independent constants gives the stress components in terms of unknown amplitude 

functions U,ir) and Utir). Substitution of stress components in the equilibrium equations 

gives the governing differential equations as: 
(16.1) 

-2 C5,5 U^r) p^-2 Ci,5 Utir) -2 €4,5 U^ir) p^-2iCi,i Utir) p-2i €5^5 Utir) p -
2i Ci,4 U^ir)p + 4f r C3,sU'^ir)p + 2ir Ci,3 Utir)p-¥2irCs,s i7/(r)p + 2irU'^ir)p + 
2 f rC5,6 U'^ir)p + 2r^po? U^r) - 2 C|, 1 U^r) + 2 Ci,5 Utir) + 2r €3^ U'^ir) - 2 rCi,5 £//(r) -

2 r C|,6 U'^ir) + 2 r €3,6 U'^ir) + 2r^ €3,3 U'/ir) + 2 €3,5 U'/ir) + 2 €3,6 U'^ir) = 0 

(15.1) 

(15.2) 

(15.3) 
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(16.2) 

~2 C4,5 U,ir) — 2 Ci,4 Utir) —2 U^ir) [P" + 2 i Ci,4 Ufir) p — 2i C4,5 Utir) p + 
2 i r C3,4 U^ir) p + 2ir Cs,6 U^ir) p + 2ir Ci,6 Uf(r) p + 2ir €4,5 C/I(r) p + 
4 i r  C 4 , 6  « / ; ( r ) p  +  2 r ^ p a /  U z ( . r )  + 2 r  C i , 6  +  2 r C 3 , 6  t / ^ ( r )  +  2 r  C 6 , 6  +  
2 C3,6 £/;'(r) + 2 C5,6 + 2 C6.6 = 0 

(16.3) 

-2 Ci,5 i/^r) - 2 Ci,i Ut(r) p^-2 Ci,4 (7;(r) + 2 * Ci,i Ur(r) p + 2i €5,5 Urir) p + 
2i C4,5 i7,(r)p  +  2 i r  C \ ^  U ^ i r ) p +  2 i r  C s , s  U l . ( r ) p  +  4 i r  C1.5 £//(r)p + 21 r Ci,6 f/^Cr)p  + 
2 f r C4,5 {/^(r) p + 2 Ci,5 Urir) + 2 p <£>^ '//(r) - 2 Cs^s {//(r) + 2 r Ci,5 f7/(r) + 4 r ///(r) + 
2 r C5,5 t^;(r) + 4 r C5,6 £^z(r) + 2 C3,5 U'/ir) + 2 Cs,51//'(/-) + 2 C5,6 U'^ir) = 0 

Unknown complex functions in both equations are functions of r only. The 

derivatives are of the second order and equations must be satisfied simultaneously. In 

addition to the above governing equations the solution should also satisfy the boundary 

conditions. Satisfaction of the traction free boundary conditions on inner and outer 

surfaces of the pipe will generate the dispersion curves. To enforce boundary conditions, 

stress components must be obtained and set equal to zero at r = <2 and r = b. The 

expressions for stress components are: 

Ci,3 Urir) + ip C3,5 Urir) + i p Ci,3 Utir) - C3,5 Ufir) -k-ip C3,4 ^/^(r) + (17.1) 

f C3,3 U'rir) + r €3,5 Ufir) + r C3,6 U'^ir) = 0 

Q,5 Urir) + ip Cs,s Urir) + ip Ci,5 Utir) - Cs,s Utir) + i p €4^5 U^ir) + (17.2) 

'' ̂ 3,5 U'rir) + r C5,5 U'f (r) + r U'^ir) = 0 

Ci,6 Urir) + ip Cs,6 Urir) + f p Ci,6 Utir) - Cs,6 Utir) + 

i p C4,6 u^ir) + r €3^ U'rir) + r C5,6 U', (r) + r C6,6 U'^ir) = 0 

(17.3) 
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Each stress component, must be set equal to zero at two surfaces therefore there are four 

boundary conditions and two governing differential equations that must be satisfied. 
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CHAPTERS 

GENERAL SOLUTION METHOD 

8.1 History 

Solution of partial differential equations is one of the most challenging branches of 

applied mathematics and introduction of finite element method is the most noticeable 

innovation toward practical solution of problems with such a nature. Finite element 

techniques at the present time are quite mature and sophisticated and have been used in 

almost every discipline in engineering. However there are some deficiencies inherent in 

the method that encourage the researchers to investigate and utilize other analytical or 

numerical methods. Wave propagation is one of the branches of Engineering Mechanics 

that involves solution of problems in which anal5^ical methods have been preferred by 

many researchers. Traditionally, researchers have been able to find analytical solutions, 

and implementation of their methods has been less complicated while more accurate 

compared with finite element method solutions. 

The strengths and weaknesses of finite element method arise fi-om the idea of 

discretization. Discretization is used to simplify the problem usually with the assumption 

that elements are small and variation of the unknown can be represented by a polynomial 

function. The order of the polynomial and size of the elements play an essential role in 

the accuracy of the results. The order of the polynomial depends on the number of nodes 

laying in the specific direction. By increasing the intermediate nodes between the comer 

nodes of the element the order of the poljTiomial increases. Nevertheless most popular 

elements have few nodes along the element boundaries. There are many good reasons for 



staying with smaller number of nodes. Theoretically, it is known that the large number of 

nodes leads to instability in the polynomial shape. A small change in the position of 

nodes or magnitude of the unknown quantity at nodes may lead to an unpredictable 

change in the form of the poljTiomial interpolation function. 

The necessit}' for discretization lies in the fact that polynomials of high orders must 

be avoided for the above mentioned reasons. Additionally the elements must be small 

because a polynomial shape function for a large element does not necessarily satisfy the 

governing differential equations and boundary conditions. 

8.2 Analytical Methods for Special Cases 

Special forms of partial differential equations have been solved and there are 

numerous classical methods some of which have been utilized in wave propagation 

solutions. The propagation of wave in the circumferential direction in pipes for isotropic 

material falls into Bessel form equations. Bessel's equation falls in the category of 

equations that can be solved by Frobenius method, which is an extension to the idea of 

power series method. 

It is important to remember that in differential equations unknowns are functions. To 

solve an equation, the first step is choosing an appropriate form for the function that may 

satisfy the equation. This form is an expression in terms of independent variables such as 

coordinates of points and time, combined with some parameters. The second step is 

finding the values of the parameters. To obtain the parameters the assumed form is 

inserted into the differential equation and known boundary conditions are enforced. After 

obtaining the parameter values, the function is known. It means there is an expression that 



shows the unknown value at every arbitrary point belonging to the domain. It is necessary 

for the function to satisfy both the governing differential equations and the boundary 

conditions. If these conditions are satisfied, then the assumed form for the function is 

correct. If in the first step, the assumed form for the function is incorrect, then enforcing 

the governing differential equation and boundary conditions does not lead to a solution 

for parameter values or some of the boundary conditions may not be satisfied. 

In the power series expansion method the basic form of the equation is a polynomial 

of the form 

m 

n=0 

where the power n is an integer. Frobenius method is the same as the power series with 

the difference that the first term has a power, which is a real or complex number. This 

minor formal change leads to an entirely different type of problem that can be solved by 

the Frobenius method rather than power series method. These differences are referred in 

mathematical literature as holomorphic and nonholomorphic definitions of functions. 

8.3 Taylor Series Expansion 

The existence of Taylor series for trigonometric functions does not imply that 

polynomials are capable of expressing any function. In fact Taylor series are valid in the 

vicinity of the expansion point within the radius of convergence. Radius of convergence 

for some functions including trigonometric functions is infinity. In this case convergence 

is guaranteed provided that a sufficient number of terms are considered in the series 

expression to reach to a certain degree of accuracy. Therefore, to obtain the value of the 
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function at a point far away from the center point, it may require tremendous number of 

terms leading to prohibitively expensive calculations. 

To clarify the situation, the Taylor series expansion for Cosine flmction up to the 

term with the power of 50 is shown in figure 8. It can be seen that convergence can not be 

obtained for values of x around 30. In this figure the small oscillations of Cosine function 

between zero and 30 are very small to be seen compared with huge values around 30. 

10 20 40 

-2x10^1 

-4x10^^ 

-6x10^; 

-8x10^^ 

Fig. 8 — Taylor series expression for Cosine function terminated 
after the term with the power of SO 

The calculations are performed in rational mode with almost perfect accuracy: 
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.r^ J:® x'® X'^ X''^ X'^ 
2 24 ~ 720 40320 ~ 3628800 479001600 ~ 87178291200 20922789888000 ~ 

^18 ^0 ^2 

6402373705728000 2432902008176640000 ~ 1124000727777607680000 ^ 
.•c24 _ x26 

620448401733239439360000 403291461126605635584000000 
x28 ^ ^0 

304888344611713860501504000000 ~ 265252859812191058636308480000000 

263130836933693530167218012160000000 ~ 295232799039604140847618609643520000000 ^ 
^6 

371993326789901217467999448150835200000000 
x38 

523022617466601111760007224100074291200000000 
^40 

815915283247897734345611269596115894272000000000 

+ 
1405006117752879898543142606244511569936384000000000 

x^ 
2658271574788448768043625811014615890319638528000000000 

+ 
x46 

5502622159812088949850305428800254892961651752960000000000 
x48 

12413915592536072670862289047373375038521486354677760000000000 ~ 
x50 

30414093201713378043612608166064768844377641568960512000000000000 

To ensure that it is not a plotting error, the value of the function at 30 is calculated 

explicitly: Truncated Cos[30] = —6.068185070711552 « 10® which shows divergence. 

By increasing the number of terms to 100 the function diverges around 50. Therefore by 

doubling the number of terms the acceptable range extends by 66 percent. This numerical 
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experiment shows the practical limitation that at least provides difficulties in using Taylor 

series expansions. 

8.4 Fourier Series Expansion 

The fundamental idea of the proposed method is based on paying adequate attention 

to the above-mentioned fact. If the fimdamental part of the solution - which is the 

assumed form for the function - is v^rong then trying to solve the rest of the problem is 

useless. The true form for the function must be found in any case. There are some 

historical problems that have remained unsolved for a long time. For instance torsion 

problem for a rectangular cross section can be mentioned. Therefore, for a systematic 

solution of problems an important question must be answered first. What form of 

function has the capability of satisfying every differential equation? Does such a flmction 

exist at all? 

The answer is "yes, there exist such a function and that function is the well known 

Fourier Series expansion." A Fourier Series expansion with sufficient number of terms is 

practicallv capable of satisfying every differential equation. 

In classical form of solutions for partial differential equations, the assumed form of 

the function might not work and it might take a life long effort to find a solution for a 

new problem. A Fourier series, on contrary has been proved to be practically capable of 

expressing every function. Therefore, when a general solution is sought, Fourier series is 

the best form for the fimction that may satisfy the differential equations and it guarantees 

the existence of nontrivial values for the constants in the Fourier series expansion. 
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Fourier series expansion for the unknown functions must be substituted into differential 

equations to obtain algebraic relationships between unknown parameters. Simple 

substitution of Fourier series into differential equations does not lead to a solution for 

unknowns. To obtain unknown constants in the Fourier series expansion, standard 

approximation techniques such as weighted residual methods can be used. 

8.5 Details of Solution 

The new solution technique for wave propagation with ail of the details is discussed 

in this section. To accomplish the work, the practical aspects of development are also 

explained to provide a clear and easy-to-follow procedure for usage or further extensions. 

8.5.1 Wave Form Representation 

The first step and also the most important part of the solution is investigating the 

appropriate form for the displacement function. In one of the earliest investigations, it 

turned out that amplitude functions have to be complex functions; otherwise, it camiot 

satisfy the boundary conditions. Since this result played an important role in the rest of 

the studies, it is worth of a review. 

By assuming a real amplitude function, and accepting the time dependence form, as 

Viktorov [7] as well as Qu et al. [8] have done, the displacement components for plane 

strain case can be written as: 

Urir, e, t) = Urir) c' * ' 
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where U^r) and Ut (r) are real amplitude functions in the radial and tangential directions 

respectively. Stress components can be calculated based on the above relationships. To 

simplify the interpretation of the results the orthotropic material with the following 

constitutive matrix: 

C\\ Ci2 Ci3 0  
Qi C22 C23 0 
C|3 C23 C33 0 
,0 0 0 C44, 

is considered. The resulting stress components at r = a and r = b take the following 

forms: 

At r = a : 

Ci2[/r(o) bikCx2Utia) 
(Trr =  H  +  C\\ Ufia) — 0  

a a 
bikC^Ufid) 1 C^Utia) 

cr —  — — — +  —  C 4 4  Uf (<i) ~ — 0 
2 a  2  2 a  

At r = b : 

C^Urib) 
CT-rr = + i it C12 Utib) + Cii u;ib) = 0 

1 1 C44 Utib) 
(TxQ — — ik C44 Urib) + — C44 Ufib) 0  

2 2 2b 

If the f7;<r) and Ut(r) are real flmctions, real and imaginary parts of the equations are 

distinguishable and can be separated. Therefore, to satisfy the equations in the general 

case, real and imaginary parts must be set equal to zero individually. It means: 

Utia) = 0 Uria)-Q £^,(A) = 0 i7/A) = 0 

which is obviously unacceptable. On contrary, for complex amplitude functions the 

equations will not be separable. 
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8.5.2 Navier's Equations and Stress Expressions 

Using the previous important result, derivation of equations is straightforward. 

Substitution of the displacement components into the expressions for strain components 

results: 

er,r = e'P^-"^U;(r) 

_ Urir) + i — p 17,(r)j 

-z,z = 0 

^ p B—i t at 

eg,r = (« p Urir) - Utif) +r t//(r)) 
Ir 

Ir 

ez,r = —e ,i p9—i t (o wj! 

Since the exponential term appears in every term of the equations, those are not shown in 

subsequent derivations. 

Using the general anisotropic constitutive matrix i.e.: 

f eg,0 "J 

^r,r 
2 ̂ 0,z 
^^r,0 

^ 2 Cr,z > 

leads to the stress components as: 

(rr,r = r"'(Ci^ Ur(r) + ip €3,5 Urir) + ip Ci,3 Ut(r) - €3,5 U/ir) + 
i P C3,6 U-Sr) + r €3,3 Urir) + r €3,5 U;ir) + r €3,4 

' 0-0 ,0 ' f C u  Cl,2 Cl,3 C\,4 Cl,5 Cl,6' 

0'z,Z Cl,2 Cw ^2,3 ^2,4 ^2,5 Q,6 

0-r,r Cl,3 <^2,3 C3^ ^3,4 C3,5 C3,6 
o'e,z Cl,4 C2,4 C3,4 C4,4 ^4,5 C4,6 
o-r,e Cl,5 2̂,5 €3,5 C4,5 Q,5 Cs,6 

^0'r,z - . Cl,6 0,6 €3,6 C4,6 ^5,6 C6,6> 
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= f '(C'l.S Urir) + ip Cs^ Ufir) + ip Ci,5 Ut(r) - €5,5 Ufir) + 
' P Q,6 U-ir) + r C3,5 i7^(r) + r U[(r) + r €4^5 

(rz,r = '•~*(C'i,4 + * P C4^ £/>(r) + i p Ci,4 f/i(r) - C4,5 £/i(r) + 
i p C4,6 £^z(r) + r C3,4 i7^(r) + r C4,5 *7/(/•) + r C4,4 i7j(r)) 

and Navier's equations as: 

-2 C5,5 U , ( j ) - 1  Ci,5 Utir)-2 C5,6 t/z(r)p^ — li Ci,i p — 
2iCs^ i7r(r)p-2*Ci,6 p + 4ir€3,5 C/r(r)p + 2irCi,3 C//(r)p  + 

lirCsjs Ufir)p + lirC3j6 U'j,(r)p+ 2 ir €4,5 U'^ir)p + 21^pc/ U^r) -
2 Ci,i £/r(r) + 2 Ci,5 Ut(r) + 2r €3^ U^ir) - 2 r Ci,5 tZ/CD - 2 r Ci,4 C^^Cr) + 

2 r C3,4 t/jCr) + 2 C3,3 t/'/'Cr) + 2 C33 £7/'(r) + 2 C3,4 = 0 

-2 Ci,5 fZ/r)- 2 C|,i i7/(r)-2Ci,6 £/z(r)p^ + 2i Ci,i I7r(r)p + 
2 f C5,5 £/r(r) p + 2 f C5,6 £/z(r) p  +  2 i r  Cij {/^(r) p  +  2 i r  C s , s  U ' ^ i r )  p  +  
4 f r C|,5 £//(r) p + 2 i r Ci,4 p + 2ir Cs,6 UUr) p + 2 C\^s Urir) + 
2r^pc? Utir) - 2 Cs^ Utir) + 2 r Ci,5 U'rir) + 4r C3,5 U^ir) + 2r €5^5 U'tir) + 
4 r C4,5 U'^ir) + 2€3,5 U'/ir) +2r^ €5,5 U['ir) + 2 €4,5 U'^ir) = 0 

—2 C5,6 Urir) p^ —2 C|,6 fP" — 2 €^,6 U^ir) /P" + 2 i Ci,6 t/rC/") p — 2i C5,6 i/rCr) p + 
2 i r C3,6 p + 2ir €4,5 U'^ir) p + 2ir C|,4 f7/(r) p + 2ir €5^6 U^ir) p + 
4 i r C4,6 p + 2r^po/ U^ir) + 2 r C|,4 + 2 r C3,4 ^/^(r) + 2 r C4,4 t/j(r) + 
2 P- C3,4 + 2 C4,5 U'/ir) + 2 C4,4 //"(D = 0 

8.5.3 Fourier Series Expressions 

To solve the above differential equations the Fourier series expansion fov U,ir), Utir) 

and Uz ir) are considered. Let us write it only for U,{r) : 
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Practical values for m, which is a constant and must be given at the beginning of the 

calculations, is determined in the course of numerical calculations, "r" is the independent 

variable. L is the thickness of the pipe. « = 1, 2, ..m . xq, Xn and yn are the 

parameters that must be found. 

Two expressions similar to that of U,ir) must be written for £^/(r) and (r) . Then 

their derivatives with respect to r can be obtained. 

Having U^r) , £/^(r)andi/^'(r) and similar expressions for and all in 

terms of cosine and sine terms changes the differential equations into simple algebraic 

equations. Those equations are functions of "r" and the parameters x„ and yn- Now the 

problem is finding the parameter values so that the differential equations as well as 

boundary conditions are satisfied. 

8.5.4 Residual Calculations 

To satisfy the differential equations after the above substitutions, all of the standard 

nimierical techniques such as collocation, least squares or weighted residuals methods are 

applicable. Application of collocation method is simple but the results may exhibit 

considerable errors at the midpoints between the enforced points because the error 

distribution cannot be uniform or close to imiform in this method. On the other side is the 

least squares method, which provides best distribution for the errors but it needs 

performing integrals on the square of residuals, which is cumbersome. The modest way 

seems to be the weighted residual method using a simple linear weight function. 

Enforcing the equations equal to zero should be performed by integration on the 

product of weight function and the new forms of the differential equations: 
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R = ̂  w fir, Xi)dr — 0 

R is the residue that ideally should be zero for the whole domain. 

W is the weight function anc:/(r, xf) represents one of the differential equations after 

transforming to the Fourier series terms. 

r = a 

c — b 
Case 3 ' " 

Fig. 9 - The weight function 

The linear weight function should be applied at different locations throughout the 

domain. Since boundary conditions should be satisfied as precisely as possible, the 

weight function with the value of one at starting and ending points, must be included in 

the calculations. Therefore there would be one interval for integration when weight 

function is equal to one at starting point or ending point (Fig. 9 - Cases 1 and 3) but it has 

two intervals when the peak point occurs somewhere in between (Fig. 9 - Case 2). 

S ubstitution of many terms of cosines and sines in the differential equations produces 

lengthy expressions difficult to follow. Therefore, only the general terms of Fourier series 

will be substituted into the equations. This gives an expression in terms of n. The sum of 

the terms for n = 1, 2, . . .,m would be equivalent to the left hand side of the differential 
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equation. Performing algebraic manipulations only on the general term saves time in the 

computational process and prevents repetitions in integration. Hence in derivation of 

expressions in the following only the constant and one cosine and one sine term are 

inserted into the above equations i.e.; 

[ t t i t r x  ( n i i r \  
Uz(r) =X9+Xs Cos|^ -y— j + JPS Sin|^ —— j 

( njir \ ( njrr \ 
Utir) = JC8 + X3 Cosj^ —J— j + .Y4 Sinj^ —j— j 

Substituting the above expressions into radial differential equation gives: 

—2(cos{n7rrlL)X3 + sinin7rrfL)X4+xs^Ci,sp^ -
2 (cos(/inr I L)xi+ sin(/inr I L)X2 + x^) C5,5^ -
2  ( c o s ( / f ; r r / D x ^ - ^ s i n i n n r  I  £ )  j c g  +  J C 9 )  C 5 , 6 —  

2 f (cos(/t irr/Dxi^- sin(/i n r f L) X4x^) C\^\ p •¥ 
2irJL~*(«7rcos(«n-r/L) X4 - nn sininn r I L)X3)C\^i p — 
2 i (cos(/in-r / Z,) jcs + sin(/inr I Dx^-^x^) C\,eP + 
4 i r  L T ^ i n n c o s i n n r I L)X2 -njrsxninnrI L)x\)C3^sp + 
2 i r LT^inncosinnr IDx^ — nirsin(/inrI Dx^) €3,6 p + 
2irL~^in ncosin nr / L)x^-nn sin(rt nr IL) X5) C4,5 p + 
2 i r  L ~ ^  i n n c o s i t i K r  I  D x 4  - n n s i n i n n r !  L ) X 3 ) C s , s  p  —  
2  i  (cos(/iK r /  L ) X 3  + sin(«x r /  L ) x 4  +  x g )  C s ^ s p  +  
2 P"paP" icosinjir! I.)xi +sin(/ijrr/L)X2 -^xj) -
2 (co s(/i TT r / £) JCi + sin(/i nr I L)X2+xj) C\^\-

2 r L~^(nnco&innr [L)X6 — nnsininnrI Z,)jC5)C|,4 — 

2 r L~^{njrco&innrIL)X4 — nnsin(/in r j  L ) X 3 ) C i ^ s  + 
2 (cos(/i jzr I L)X3 + sin(/inr IL)X4 + x%) C\^s + 
2 r L~^{nncosinnr IL)X2 — nnsininnr! L)x\)C3^ + 
2 P" L~\—iP' cos(/f ar / DxxtP" — tP" sin(/i7rr/ L)X2 tP') €3^ + 
2r L~^injrcos(n7irI L)x6- njtsin(/inr! L)JC5) €3^4 + 
2 cosinjcrf L)xs rP" — tP sin(«?rr/ Dxe rP) €3^4 + 
2 Lr\-7p cos(/i TT r / L)x3tP — tP sin(/i tt r/ L) X4 iP) €3,5 = 0 

and for tangential direction it gives; 
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-2{cosinnrIDx3-\-sin{njrrIL)x4 +X8)Ci,i /P" -

2(cos(ii;rr/L)x\ +siii(/inT/Dx2+x^)C\^|p• -

licosinnr! Dxs + sininnr f L)x^-\-X9)Ci^6P^ + 

2 i icosinnr / L)xi + sminnrl Dxz+xj) Ci,i p + 

2irLr^{nitcos(.njcrlL)x2—n7{sinin7crlDx\)C\^ p + 

2 i r  i r ^ i n i i c o s i n n r  I  L ) x ^ —  n n s m i n j r r  I  L ) x ^ ) C \ ^ 4 p  +  
4 i r  L T ^ i n n c o s i n n r  I  L ) x 4  —  n i t s i n i n 7 r r l  Djc3)Ci,5 p + 

2irL~^in7ccosinKrlDx2—njzsin(jt7crlL)x\)Cs,s p + 

2iicos{njrr / L)x\ +sin(/i7rr/£)jC2+X7)C5,5p + 

2 i r  LT^inncosinitr I L)xe — nnsininnrl Z,)jC5)C5,6P + 

2 i (cos(rt;rr/ L)xs + sin(#f Trr/ Dx^-^xsi) Cs^6P + 
2 p o /  { c o s i n j T r /  D x i  +sin(/i;rr/Dx4 +^8) + 

2r LT^inircosinnr I L)X2 — nxsininnr/L)x\)C\,s + 
2 (cos(/i nr I L)x\+ sin(#i jcrl L)X2 + xy) Ci,5 + 

4r L'^inncosinnrIDx2 - nnsininnr/ L)x\)C3^s + 

2r^ cosinnrl L)xit?" - tP" sininnr[ £)jc2/i^)C3,5 + 
4r L~^inncos(.nKrIDx6 ~nnsininnrf L)xs)C4js + 

2 cosinnr! Dx^rp — Tpsininnr! Dx^n^) C4,5 + 

2 r L~^ inn cosinx r ID X4 — nirsininn r f L) Xi)Cs,s + 
2 cosinnr j L)x^n^ — tP slninnr J L)X4 n^) €5,5 — 

2 (cos(/i7rr/ L)Xi + sininjrr/ L)x4 + xg) Cs,s — 0 

It can be seen that xi parameters that are to be determined now appear in every term. To 

calculate the residual corresponding to each jc/ all terms containing xj should be 

collected. For example the coefficients of -vi in the radial equation is obtained as: 

( n n r \  ,  ( n i : r \  ,  ,  
Ci = -2cosj^ ^ jCs,sp - 4 i n n r L sin|^ ^ jC3,5p + 2r^por cos|^ ^ j -

( n n r \  - »  1  - >  1  1  
2 c o s | ^ — j C i , i  —  2 / 1  JT L cosj^—^—jC3,3—2«7rrZ sinj^j C3,3 
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The residue corresponding to this term, when weight function is considered equal to one 

at outer surface where r = b, can be calculated using the following integration: 

Ci (r - a) rCi (r - a) 
dr 

b — a 

The integration result is a long expression if performed in parametric shape as it is. In the 

process of calculations many of the parameters will be known. To reduce the length of the 

result let us assume n = 4, a = 0.9 and b = 1.0. Now, 

( 39 po? 29C3,3 2 ^ 
= 10 + —f/jC3,5 1 

l^80000;r2 50 5 ) 

Similar calculations for every x,- value should be performed. Summation of if/ 

values gives the residue for the weight function which is one at r = b and zero at r = a. 

This residue must vanish to satisfy the differential equation. Enforcing the residue equal 

to zero gives one equation in terms of xi values, oj and p also appear as parameters. By 

this way it is possible to obtain as many equations as needed because each differential 

equation can be associated with infinite number of peak points for the weight function. In 

other words c value used in the weight function can provide as many equations as desired. 

It is interesting to note that despite the above-mentioned facts a specific number of 

parameters requires a certain number of locations for the peak value of the weight 

function but it is not obvious at this stage. 

It should be reminded that boundary conditions are known for specific values of r 

therefore by having r = a and r = b , in the stress expressions, r disappears and there is 
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no need for integration. For eigenvalue problems boundary conditions should be enforced 

to be equal to zero. 

8.5.5 Deriving Amplitude Functions 

Now is the time to look at the big picture of the problem. There are three differential 

equations each yields as many equations as required. Left-hand sides of the equations 

consist of unknowns and right-hand sides are ail zeros. The coefficients of the unknowns 

themselves are composed of parameters a and p . In addition to that there are boundary 

conditions. Number of equations obtained from the boundary conditions is four. The 

question now is how these equations can be used to obtain the dispersion curves? 

Answering this question was the most challenging part of this study. In the following the 

answer is explained: 

From an engineering point of view the usage of differential equation is different 

from that of boundary conditions. A differential equation expresses a general rule. This 

rule naturally can be represented by a fimction. This function should also satisfy the 

boundary conditions. Therefore, some parameters must exist in the function to make it 

adjustable on the boundary conditions. This idea played an essential role in the rest of the 

calculations. 

In classical problems of differential equations, the presence of parameters in the 

solution is natural and they appear in the course of derivations and reasoning. Here that is 

not the case and it should be decided. Possibility of considering arbitrary number of 

parameters in the Fourier Series and the possibility of obtaining as many equations as 
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desired provides a situation tliat must be orchestrated. So the tuning of the problem 

should be done based on the necessities. The number of parameters that have to appear in 

the solution function to satisfy the boundary conditions provides control on the problem. 

Since there are six boundary conditions six parameters are necessary. Thus the desirable 

number of parameters is known. The next question is how these parameters can be 

obtained. It is found only by intuition as follows. Let us assume that the number of 

parameters in each Fourier Series expression be 2m +1. Here m is the highest value for n 

= 1,2, ..., m. Since for each n there are two terms, cosine and sine, and one constant at 

the beginning with zero index it gives 2m +1 parameters. For three differential equations 

the number of unknown parameters is 6m +3. The number of equations depends on the 

number of weights. Deliberately only 6m —3 equations are generated. Then the terms 

corresponding to six parameters are moved to the right-hand side and one of the 

corresponding parameters are set equal to one and the rest of those are set equal to zero. 

Therefore the number of equations and unknowns remain equal. This is done six times 

each time one parameter is set equal to one while others are set to zero. Thus six sets of 

equations are obtained. This provides an orthogonal basis to represent the solution as a 

linear combination of the results. This method provides the key to solve the coupled 

differential equations with desired number of parameters, capable of satisfying the 

boundary conditions of the problem. The detailed formulation is presented below. 

Let us start with 6m+3 unknowns and 6m-3 equations: 

s =  6#w-3  



a\,\x\ 
ai,\x\ 

a\^X2 . 
02,2-*^2 -. ai^Xs "2,5+1 -*ir+l 

• ^t^+6 Xs+6 
• <*2^+6 -*5+6 

f O \  
0 

.as,\x\ as,iX2 .. • f^S^Xs • %^+6-%+6 > . 0 .  

To obtain 6m-3 equations, 3 differential equations are multiplied by 2m-1 number of 

weights then integrated from r = a to r = b. 

Numbering of unknowns is done so that the last cosine and sine terms of each 

Fourier Series expansion take the last two indices and those are the last six terms at each 

row of the above equation "i,/ values are themselves functions of cj and p . At this stage 

it may be assumed to be a constant. 

Now in the above equation the last six columns should be transferred to the right-

hand side: 

' ai,l xi ai,2 x2 ' ~®l»y+l -*5+1 "<*1,5+6-*s+6 
«2,I JCl 02,1 -*2 • ai^sxs ~fl2^+l-*s+l ""2^+6 -*5+6 

as,2x2 • xg , . ~fls,5+ I -*5+ 1 "<*5^+6-*5+6 , 

The terms on the right hand side contain six parameters; following values are assigned to 

these six parameters: 

-*s+I — •*s+2 — 0, Xs+3 — 0, Xs+4 — 0, Xs+s — 0 and Xs+6 — 0 

and the resulting s x s system of linear equations are solved. To do that some values for 

(o and p are assumed which are not necessarily the correct values. It will be discussed 

later; at this stage these values can be assumed constants. The results of the solution may 
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be shown as: 

-*^1,1 
X2,l 

V -Vs,i ; 

The first index shows the unknown number and the second index denotes the first set 

of values (1,0,0,0,0,0) for the right hand side parameters. Then another set of values for 

the parameters are considered as: 

-Vj+i = 0, Xs+2 = 1, Xs+3 - 0, Xs+4 = 0, Xs+S = 0 and Xs+e = 0 

It yields another set of results as: 

XU2 
X2,2 

. Xs,2 . 

The procedure should be repeated for values of (0,0,1,0,0,0), (0,0,0,1,0,0), (0,0,0,0,1,0) 

and (0,0,0,0,0,1). Therefore there will be six sets of solutions that should be combined 

linearly as: 

Xl , l  Xt ,2  '  Xi ,3  Xi ,4  Xi , s  •X^l.6 
-^2,1 X2,2 X2^ X2,4 X2,5 •*2,6 

Ai + A2 

.Xs ,2 .  

+ A3 

. Xs^ . 

+ A4 

. Xs,4 . 

+ A5 

.Xs ,S .  

+ A6 

. Xs,6 , 
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This expression represents the solution of the differential equations and has six 

parameters Au A2, A4, As and A^ . These parameters provide the possibility to 

satisfy the boundary conditions. 

8.5.6 Enforcing Boundary Conditions 

To satisfy the boundary conditions the expressions for stress components must be 

enforced to be equal to zero. By having the above solutions for the Fourier Series 

parameters stress expressions at r = a and r = b change into functions of A\, A2, ... 

Ae. Coefficients of Ai, A2, ... andA^ themselves are functions ofcj and p . Since there 

are six stress components the number of equations is six, eill having a zero on the right-

hand side and regardless of the values of A\, A2, ...and A^ the equations must be always 

satisfied. It is the definition of an eigenvalue problem. To guarantee the validity of the 

equations the determinant of the coefficients oi A\, A2, ... and A4 must be equal to zero. 

Although mathematical formulation has been derived for the general anisotropy, 

which requires three-dimensional modeling, the numerical part is implemented only for 

the plane strain anisotropy. Because available dispersion curves for isotropic pipes are 

based on plane strain formulation and to ensure the validity of the formulations 

comparison with the available data is necessary. In the subsequent parts instead of p, the 

angular wave number, k is used, which is the wave number at the outer radius r = b. 

It should be noted that in plane strain case, modeling is based on two equations of 

motion and there are only four boundary conditions. 
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8.5.7 Derivation of Dispersion Curves 

Now let us derive the relationship between the circular frequency a> and the wave 

number k. Algebraic manipulations become cumbersome if these parameters are kept 

symbolic in the subsequent derivations. On the other hand those are unknown coordinates 

of the points that define the dispersion curve. So what can be the solution? The answer is 

simple. One has to assume some initial values for oi and k . If accidentally those values 

were correct the determinant of the parameter matrix becomes zero otherwise it shows a 

value which is the residue and has a positive or negative sign. Since each pair of 

and k represents a point on the plane and there is a residue corresponding to every point, 

the points lying on the dispersion curves must be found between points adjacent to each 

other where residuals have different signs. This requires a search to find an efficient 

method to trace the dispersion curves. During this study the Newton-Raphson method 

was examined first. It didn't give satisfactory results. It should be noted that the residue is 

a big number and around the roots it changes very fast. Besides the three-dimensional 

curve for residue exhibits sharp changes that creates problem when Newton-Raphson 

method is used. This conclusion is only based on experience and no attempt is made to 

give mathematical justifications. 

To find the dispersion curves in the absence of a curve tracing method, it is possible 

to calculate the values of the residual at points with a grid pattern of distribution. Along 

the grid lines there are successive points with residuals of opposite signs. Those points 

are located close to one another each on one side of the curve. To find the point on the 

curve the bisection method with a minor modification can be used. In the standard 



bisection method, the check for convergence should be added. In usual cases it is not 

necessary but there are situations when the points are on the opposite sides of an 

indeterminate point where residual is approaching infinity. These conditions can be 

detected by a simple check for the ratio of the absolute value of difference between 

residuals in two successive cycles. A ratio larger than one indicates divergence and the 

process ends. To illustrate the situation the graph of y = 1 / (1 — x) is shown: 

100 

75 

50 
25 

-25 
-50 
-75 

J 
0.5 r 1.5 

Fig. 10 - Graph of y = 1/(1 -x) 

Change of sign of y or residual around x = 1 is not equivalent to the existence of a 

root at X =1 and it can be detected by calculating the Abs[ y2 — yl ] / Abs[ y2' — yl'] or 

other variational checking . Prime values are obtained in the previous cycle and the ratio 

greater than one shows the tendency for divergence. 

The technique of scanning the whole region, although time consuming, provides 

insight about the whole domain and variation of residual and shows the areas which 

should be focused to obtain more accurate results. 
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CHAPTER 9 

NUMERICAL ACCURACY 

9.1 Effects of Truncation Error 

Tnmcation error is a major obstacle to achieve satisfactory results in different 

stages of calculations- To avoid the numerical precision problem in this study the 

numerical calculations were carried out with rational numbers. Working with rational 

numbers was possible before the system of linear equations is solved. From that stage the 

required time for calculation with rational numbers was not practically acceptable. 

Therefore it was necessary to increase the number of significant figures. The required 

number of digits in solving the system of equations has a direct relationship with the 

number of terms (2m +1) in the Fourier Series expansion. For relatively small number of 

unknowns it can be taken equal to (m + 10) digits. For larger number of unknowns it 

needs to be increased. Conservatively it was considered (m + 40) which was enough up to 

m = 60. Later studies showed that usually a value around 20 to 30 for m provides 

satisfactory results and for that range a number of (m + 20) digits are more than enough. 

9.2 Effects of Number of Unknowns 

One of the advantages of the proposed method is the convenience in obtaining any 

desired degree of accuracy simply by setting a value for the number of Fourier terms at 

the beginning of the calculations. It might be also desirable to obtain all of the dispersion 

curves with a lower number of terms, then, on a smaller area, an accurate test with higher 

resolution can be performed. 
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A large number of unknowns reduces the difficulties associated with the fine-

tuning of the results. It may recover the sharp changes in the residuals. However it 

increases the computational time drastically. One of the reasons for more computational 

time is the higher number of significant figures in addition to the increase in the 

dimension of the linear equation set. 
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CHAPTER 10 

CURVE TRACING 

10.1 Introduction 

To obtain the dispersion curves, it is possible to calculate the value of residuals at 

points distributed as a grid over the whole range of values for frequency and phase 

velocity. Then, the locations where the sign of residuals change, can be refined to obtain 

the points of dispersion curves with the desired accuracy. This procedure is simple but 

time consuming especially if only a specific mode of vibration is to be calculated. 

Another method to obtain dispersion curves is curve tracing. If only two close points of a 

curve are obtained it is possible to follow the neighboring points with good accuracy and 

less computational efforts compared with scanning all of the grid points. 

By having two close points of a dispersion curve a linear extrapolation 

approximately shows the location of the third point. The following figure illustrates it. 

Fig. II — Extrapolation for curve tracing 

For a longer extrapolation distance i.e. when BC is longer, the error also increases. To 

control the error, at first it should be measured. The sign of the value of residual indicates 

Exact curve 

test point for residual sign 

Extrapolated point 
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on which side of the curve the new point should be located. To get the information about 

the sign of residue, one point close to B and on a line perpendicular to AB, on its right 

hand side may be examined. If the sign of residue at C is the same as that at this point, C 

must be on the right-hand side of the curve, otherwise, it is on the left-hand side. 

Sometimes when the curve is passing very close to another curve then there is a 

possibility for a wrong interpretation. See figure 12. 

It can be seen that the length of BC has practical limitations, which depends on 

the situation. To reduce the possibility for the above difficulty the second or third order of 

extrapolation is desirable instead of the linear extrapolation. Assuming a small length for 

BC, the error can be measured when the location of the point with respect to the curve is 

known. Moving perpendicular to BC toward the curve reduces the residual until it crosses 

the curve and the residual sign changes. This movement requires steps of finite length. 

How can the length of steps be determined? These are practical difficulties that arise in 

simple styles of solution. For instance the perpendicular line may not intersect the curve. 

+ ve Residuals 

Error 
Extrapolated point 

ve Residuals Exact curve 

+ ve Residuals 

Fig. 12 — Sign of residual may become misleading 
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By assuming a value for the step length, the movement can be performed but it will often 

lead to unnecessary computations, which can be avoided by utilizing a better logic. To 

find the exact point on the curve Newton — Raphson method at a glance looks appropriate 

but in practice it did not work well. On contrary, the bisection method that usually has a 

slower convergence performed well. 

Fig. 13 -A perpendicular line does not have intersection with the curve 

To improve the convergence of the bisection method, a procedure is developed for 

this study which converges faster and provides automatic control on the length of 

extrapolation. A constant length of extrapolation regardless of change of curvature 

doesn't look reasonable. Figure 14 illustrates the situation. 

Fig. 14 - Shorter distance between points at higher curvatures is desirable 

In the elliptical path method none of the above problems can occur, besides, it is a faster 

numerical procedure to extract the roots of the equations. 
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10.2 Elliptical Path Algorithm 

The idea of elliptical curve tracing comes from the following considerations: 

• Bisection method looks to be the most reliable method because at all stages of 

calculation there is no possibility for divergence. A negative and a positive residual at 

two sides of the root remove the ambiguity about the usefulness of the calculations. 

• How can the convergence in the bisection method be improved? Is it necessary to 

divide the distance always by two or is there a better way to find the intermediate 

point? There might be a way for these improvements. 

• Because of the possibility for existence of many curves close to one another the 

technique should avoid examining points located away from the curve. 

The search for the above criteria resulted in the following idea: 

At first let us ignore the last criterion. See figure 15. Let points P and S from the 

curve be known and a point with a distance about the radius of the circle is to be found on 

the curve. Extension of line PS to the extent of the radius gives point F that is not 

necessarily on the curve. The accurate point on the curve is a point like O, which must be 

found. To distinguish on which side of the curve O is located, the sign of residue at F is 

compared with the sign of residue at A. If the signs are different, then the points A and F 

are on the opposite sides of the curve. To use the bisection method it is not necessary to 

use a linear path. The path can be a curve. For the time being, let us consider a circle with 

the center at S passing through F. A is chosen on the circle perpendicular to PS. The 

curved path of search guarantees the existence of the intersection between the search path 

and the curve. 
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A 

more bent curve 

low curvature curve 

Fig. 15 — Elliptical path method is a solution 

Further steps to approach to the point O are locating the points C and D and so on-

Circular path for bisection method as explained is advantageous with respect to the search 

method in the perpendicular direction to the SF. As already discussed it may not have 

intersection v^dth the curve at all. Now the circular path method can be improved to 

satisfy the last criterion, which requires not looking far away from the curve. Point A is 

located far from the curve, which is not necessary. If instead of the circle its projection on 

a surface with a sharp angle is considered, then point O will be replaced by point M 

located on the ellipse. Similarly the projection of the mid-points C and D wdll change to 

the points c' and d'. It is interesting to notice how the error changes due to this 

transformation. The error should be defined geometrically as the distance between the 

point and the curve, therefore it is in the perpendicular direction to the curve. For the 

points c' and d' this distance is much shorter than that at corresponding points C and D 

on the circle. Transforming the circle to the ellipse also satisfies the last requirement. 

Besides when the curvature starts to change faster, it gives a point closer to the starting 
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point S. It is shown on the figure by a dashed line for a more bent curve. Since the ratio 

between the smaller diameter of the ellipse and the circle can be controlled by an input 

parameter, the rate of change of the distance between the obtained points can be fine 

tuned. Another obvious improvement can be obtained by performing extrapolation of 

higher orders than linear. After extraction of few points on each curve it is possible to use 

higher order extrapolations. The geometrical representation explained above provides the 

numerical algorithm.Numerical experiments confirm the applicability of the above 

technique and its improved rate of convergence. 

It seems the idea can be extended to solve the systems of equations with 

nonsymmetrical matrix of coefficients by iteration. Of course it needs more study to be 

optimized. 

In the following figure the point on the curve is found in two steps. 

7.54 7.55 7.56 7.57 7.58 7.59 

9.95 P * 

9.9 ; 

9.85 ; ^ ^ 

9 . 8 ;  
. M 

9.75 ; 

• F 

First cycle — F,M, and B are on elliptical orbit. 
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: 7.54 7.55 7.56 7.57 7.58 7.59 

9.95;  p  •  

9.9 : 

9.85 : s  '  

9.8 • 

9.75 • 
B 

• Af 
F' 

Second cycle -M has converged. B is the new name for previous M. 

Fig. 16 — Convergence in Elliptical Path Method 

In Figure 16 horizontal and vertical axes have different scales and it has distorted 

the positions of the points. With the identical scales for quantities on both axes it gives an 

exact elliptical path. 

The smoothness of the curve and the distance between points are controlled by 

adjusting the ratio between the larger diameter of the ellipse to the smaller diameter. The 

following figure shows the smooth variation of the distance between the points. 

1 0 ;  

.  9 • 

•.! 
8.5 :• 

Phase Velocity (»i/sec) | •, 
8 • 

• • 

- ^ ^ - -

i  7 .5 8 8.5 "• 

Frequency (MHz) 

Fig. 17- Points on dispersion curve derived by Elliptical Path Method 
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10.3 Sharp Variations of Residual 

Curve tracing technique has an obstacle when the residual jumps to infinity. As 

mentioned in the derivation of dispersion curves it happens for some ranges of phase 

velocity. One solution to this problem is tracing the curves from more than one point. It 

causes difficulties while developing the code, however it is not a serious problem. To get 

an idea about the residual values and the way that it changes, in the following, few 

samples of scanning the entire domain using m = 20, m = 30 and m = 50 are shown: 

10 20 _ 30 40 50 
k 

Residual three dimensional view for m =20 



10 20 __ 30 40 50 

k 

Residual three dimensional view for m =30 

10 20 T 30 40 50 k 

Residual three dimensional view for m =50 

Fig. 18 - Residual variation experiences discontinuity 
Note: Numbers on horizontal and vertical axes denote only the resolution. 

The values and units are given in Fig. 21. 
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In the following one of the points that caused difficulties in the process of root 
finding is focused: 

Fig. 19—A point of discontinuity is focused 
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CHAPTER 11 

NUMERICAL RESULTS 

11.1 Comparison, with Available Data 

Since the problem is original there is no numerical results available to compare 

for anisotropic material and pipe geometry. However for isotropic materials that can be 

treated as a subset of anisotropic case, dispersion curves for flat plates are available. By 

considering a large radius for a pipe with a small thickness of wall, its behavior 

approaches to the flat plate case. Therefore the geometrical input data for the computer 

program is adjusted to represent an aluminum plate with one-millimeter thickness. The 

obtained results are same as the available results with the accuracy of reading the graphs. 

10000 

8000 

6000 

4000 

2000 

% t • « • • • 

VI 
^ 

V. 

V ••••• 

^ 

2x10® 4x10® 6x10® 8x10® 1x10^ 

Frequency (Hz) 

(a) — Obtained result 

<0 &0 

Frequency (MH z) 

(b) - Mai and Singh (1991) 

p =  2 .Sglcc  ci = 6.40 km/sec C2 = 3.1 km/sec 

Fig. 20 — Dispersion curves for isotropic flat plate [Plate Plate thickness = 1 mm. Pipe 
outside radius = 1.0 nu 

As mentioned earlier Qu et al. [8] have derived dispersion curves for aluminum 

pipes but the input data is not given in their work. Since the dispersion curves are quite 

sensitive to input values, the quantitative comparison was not possible. However, curves 
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presented here, qualitatively look similar to those of Qu et al. [8]. Figure 21 shows the 

obtained dispersion curve with non-dimensional to and k where k = kib — a) and 

57 = (oib — a) 

(a) — Obtained results (b) Qu et al. (1996) 
Number of parameters in the 
Fourier series expansion, m=20. 
p = 2700 kg / ci = 6.42 km / sec 
C2 = 3.02 km / sec 

Fig. 21 Dispersion curves for aluminum pipes 
Ratio of the inner radius to the outer ro ^ = 0.1 

Since it might be beneficial to provide exact numerical data for other researchers, 

the corresponding numerical values for the above curves are given in Appendix B. 

As explained earlier, the system of linear equations for a given frequency and 

wave number is solved four times for the assumed set of values: 

(1,0,0,0) (0,1,0,0) (0,0,1,0) (0,0,0,1) 
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for the last parameters of the Fourier series. The results are the basic shapes that provide a 

base to represent the whole response. For the above problem the basic shapes for some 

values of frequency and wave number are shown in the following: 

209 86971 \ 
At — f OJ  ̂ I 

200 32000 f 

0 .2  0.4 0 . 6  0.8 

a) Real Part of Basic Shape I — Displacement in the radial direction 

0.4 0 . 6  0 . 8  
-2 

-4 

-6 

-8 

-10 

-12 

b) Imaginary Part of Basic Shape I — Displacement in the tangential direction 
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c.) Real Part of Basic Shape 2 — Displacement in the radial direction 
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d) Imaginary Part of Basic Shape 2 — Displacement in the tangential direction 
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0.4 0 - 6  

e) Imaginary Part of Basic Shape 3 — Displacement in the radial direction 

um 

j) Real Part of Basic Shape 3 — Displacement in the tangential direction 
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Urlr] 
-0.008 

-0.00825 

-0.0085 

-0.00875 
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-0.0095 

g) Imaginary Part of Basic Shape 4 — Displacement in the radial direction 

U,[r\ 
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0.035 

0.03 

0.025 
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0.2 0 . 8  0.4 0 . 6  

h) Real Part of Basic Shape 4 — Displacement in the tangential direction 

Fig. 22 - Different basic shapes at a low frequency point. 
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a) Real Part of Basic Shape 1 — Displacement in the radial direction 
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b) Imaginary Part of Basic Shape 1 — Displacement in the tangential direction 
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c) Real Part of Basic Shape 2 — Displacement in the radial direction 
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d) Imaginary Part of Basic Shape 2 — Displacement in the tangential direction 
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e) Imaginary Part of Basic Shape 3 — Displacement in the radial direction 
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g) Imaginary Part of Basic Shape 4 — Displacement in the radial direction: 

0 . 2  0.4 0 . 6  

h) Real Part of Basic Shape 4 — Displacement in the tangential direction 

Fig. 23 — Different basic shapes at a high frequency point 

In addition to isotropic material, flat plate dispersion curves are available for 

anisotropic plate. To ensure the validity of the algorithm, the program has been executed 

with a large radius to simulate the flat plate. The results show a very good match. Fig. 24 

shows the results. 
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Fig. 24 — Comparison with Rose's book[33Jsample result, p 269. 

The above result is obtained using 30 terms in the Fourier Series Expansion. To 

demonstrate the effect of number of terms, in the following the same graph is shown, 

where m = 20. 

Phase velocity (m/sec) 

14000 . . . . .. 

12000 "v 

10000- I 

8000 : 

6000 : 

4000 • 

2000 • r:: = • • • 

1x10® 2x10® 3x10® 4x10® 5x10® 6x10® 

Frequency (Hz) 

Fig. 25 — Same data with smaller number of terms in Fourier Series. 
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It is interesting that smaller m number gives broken lines, not erroneous results. 

Therefore the user can easily distinguish the necessity for a larger number of terms. There 

are still some portions of curves in Fig. 24 that can be obtained by increasing the m value. 

However it gives enough information for comparison which is undistinguishable with the 

results in the reference [33]. 

To obtain these results one should note that engineering definition of shear strain 

must be used in the stress-strain relationship. 

o-ge < 128200000000 6900000000 6900000000 0^ 
O"XL 6900000000 14950000000 7330000000 0 0 
O-TT 6900000000 7330000000 14950000000 0 err 

' f rfl ' 0 0 0 6730000000. ' 2Cr0 > 

and p — 1580 kg / and for 1 mm thickness. 

Above comparisons all matched with the available data. Therefore the program can be 

used for pipe geometry and anisotropic material. 

11.2 Anisotropic Pipe Dispersion Curves 

As a sample result, for the same material properties but for radius of 25.4 mm and 

thickness equal to 1.5875 mm, the dispersion curves are derived. In this calculation 

number of terms in Fourier Series Expansion, m = 36 and number of significant figures is 

considered equal to 36+15 = 51. The coordinates of the points are given in Appendix B, 

part II. 
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Fig. 26 — Dispersion Curves for an Anisotropic Pipe 
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CHAPTER 12 

CONCLUSIONS 

The main contribution of this study is the development of a general mathematical 

formulation* for solving a variety of wave propagation problems. The specific application 

considered here is the problem of wave propagation in anisotropic pipes in 

circumferential direction. It is based on Fourier series expansions and the accuracy is 

controlled by a simple input variable. 

It should be noted that the proposed method is practical and convenient because of 

the availability of more advanced mathematical tools that can easily perform symbolic 

manipulations. Finite Element was the outcome of the computer technology in the 50's 

when dominating programming language in engineering field was Fortran. Now a days 

the tools have been improved and it is natural to think and work in the environment that 

these improvements have provided. Also it is true that the computational scheme 

represented in this work reflects the possibilities of its own time that may change 

considerably in the future. 

The most important characteristics that should be mentioned here is the fact that 

the technique is independent of the form of the governing equations and this is not the 

case with special purpose solutions. If one tries to solve another form of equation it is a 

minor change at the beginning of the process and it doesn't affect other steps when the 

programming envirorunent is capable of performing symbolic manipulations. Because of 

this important characteristic, the procedure has the potential to become a popular 
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algorithm for wave propagation problems regardless of geometry or material properties. 

Mathematical difficulties are now addressed and solved and a reliable foundation for 

more investigations on usage of the method is provided. It can be expected to solve the 

following problems as an immediate result or an extension to this study; 

1 — Wave propagation in multi-layered anisotropic pipes 

2 — Leaky Lamb wave propagation for easel 

3 — Arbitrary shapes other than pipes 

* The solution method introduced in this dissertation is the brainchild of the author and has been 
derived independently. Since there is the possibility of the existence of similar works it should be 
noted that neither the author nor his advisors are aware of that. 
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APPENDIX A 

In this appendix a brief review of three fundamental methods for solution of 

partial differential equations is given. The power series method contains the essential 

technique of seeking the solution in form of a series. Extension of power series method is 

the Frobenius method, which contains powers of real or complex numbers while power 

series uses only integer powers. The background provided by the power series and 

Frobenius methods makes it easy to understand the solution of Bessel's equation, which 

has been encoimtered in wave propagation problems as well as cylindrical coordinate 

system problems. 

A.1 Power Series Method 

The name of the method indicates the form of the solution function. At first there is only 

a possibility that such a form for the solution fimction might be appropriate to satisfy the 

differential equation. There are mathematical rules for applicability of the power series 

method. For the time being, let us concentrate only on conceptual aspects. 

A function with a power series form can be represented as: 

OO (A.I) 

m=0 

where is the center. 

After al^obraic manipulations it takes a form like: 

CO 
(A.2) 

m=0 
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Of course the parameter values would be different in this form. 

This form is a general form of solution for many differential equations. For 

instance let us examine an equation with a well-known result. 

y = y' -3) 

To establish the equation in terms of parameters, the above expression is substituted into 

the equation: 

<*0 + ai JC+ a2 + — = fli + 2 azx+i aj jc^ +... {A .4) 

Coefficients of like powers of x can be collected: 

(ao-ai) + (ai — 202)-*^ +(«2-3/13)-*^ +— =0 M.S) 

Since this equation must be held for every arbitrary value of x, it has to be independent of 

X. Hence every coefficient of x and its powers must vanish. It gives: 

flo-«! = 0 ai -2a2 = 0 02-3aa = 0 (A.6) 

Now all of parameters can be obtained in terms of one coefficient, say ao . 

ao <*0 
ai =ao a2= — 03= — » — (A .7) 

2! 3! 
Therefore the power series expression for is obtained for y: 

v = ao|l+Jc+ — + y...\=aQ^ (A.S) 
(  2 1  3 1  )  

This approach looks simple and powerful. Polynomials are of the simplest forms 

when the terms have integer powers. Taking derivatives of polynomial functions is easy. 

Their derivatives are also polynomials with integer powers. When several polynomials all 

with integer powers appear in an equation, the coefficients of the like powers merge into 

one another and the differential equation simplifies to an algebraic function that contains 



only polynomial functions. This technique looks very attractive when there are several 

differential equations that must be solved simultaneously. 

Now it seems appropriate to see what kind of problems can be solved by power 

series method. Let consider the equation of the form: 

J?*' + iKx) y '• + q(x)y = r(jc) iA ,9) 

If the functions pCx), qix)  and rix)  themselves can be represented as power series then 

the power series method is applicable. When a function can be represented as a power 

series it is called analytic. 

Power series method is the basic technique used to solve Legendre's differential 

equation. However power series method can not be used to solve equations containing 

singular points such as Bessel equations. Frobenius method is applicable to more general 

cases where power series technique no longer works. 

Since many isotropic problems in wave propagation lead to the Bessel's equation 

it is essential to understand the procedure used to derive the solutions. 

A.2 Frobenius Method 

This method uses the same idea as power series method except that, the 

polynomial expression is not limited to have only integer powers. The general form of 

the polynomial takes the following form: 

OO 

J' = jc'' 2 =xP[aQ+axx + a2}?+ + ...) U.IO) 
/n=0 

where p may be a real or complex number. 



Frobenius method is used to solve the Bessel's equations. It generalizes the power 

series method however it doesn't have the beauty and simplicity of the technique 

associated with the polynomials of integer powers. If there is only one function 

represented by the above expression, the derivatives of the function still merge together. 

On contrary, for a system of coupled differential equations where more that one function 

exists in each equation, powers of x are different and their coefficients remain separated. 

Therefore the chain of process that could lead to the solution breaks down. 

There is an important theorem for the Frobenius method. 

If the differential equation is of the form: 

b(x) c(,x) 
y" + J = 0 (^.11) 

X x^ 
and bix) and c(.v) are analytic at x = 0, then the equation has at least one solution such as: 

OO 

y = x^ ^  Umxf" = x^[ao + aix + + asx^ +...) (.A.12) 
m=0 

with <*0^0 .The second solution which is independent of the first one may be similar to 

that or it may contain logarithmic term. 

To solve the equation, let rewrite it as: 

+X6(JC)J'* + C(JC)J'= 0 (A.13) 

Since bix) and c(jc) are analytic, there are power series representations for them: 

A(.v) = 6o+6| + +••• (^-14) 

c(x) = CQ+cix + c2j^ +... (^.15) 
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Now A. 14 and A. 15 are substituted into A. 13. It gives: 
( A . 1 6 )  

x^[p(p - l)ao + ".] +{bo + bix+ ...)x''{paQ +...) 
+ (Co + ci jc +...) x^ioQ + ai jc + ...)= 0 

Since this must always hold, the coefficients of each power of ... should 

vanish, which gives a system of equations in terms of the coefficients. Specifically for the x'' 

i t  g ives :  [p (p -  1)  +  Aqp  +  c q ]ao  =  0  { A . 1 1 )  

By assuming ao ^ 0 it yields the indicial equation: 

/Kp-l) + 6oP + co = 0 (/1.18) 

This is a quadratic equation and there are three possible situations for the roots: 

a) Distinct roots when the difference between the two is not an integer 

In this case the bases would be: 

and 

^2(-v) = JC+^2-*^+ "•) (^.20) 

To find the coefficients, equations obtained firom A. 16 should be used with p = pi 

which yields aro, ai, 02, — . With P = P2 they give the coefficients Aq, AI, A2, ... . 

b) Double root 

1 
In this case p\— pz — p  and p= — (1 —60) and there are two bases: 

2 

yi(x) = x^[ao + aix + a2J^ + ".) iA.21) 

And the other one is ^ 
(^.22) 

yi ix)  = (jc) In JC+x '*{A I jc + ^2 + —) (•« > 0) 
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c) Distinct roots when the difference is an integer 

In this case one basis is 

j;i(jc) = +aiJC + fl2-*^ + —) (.4.23) 

And the other basis is 

yiix) = A: j'l(.v) In + x^[A{i + Ai x + +...) {A .24) 

Where P i —  P 2 > ^  and k  can be zero. 

A.3 Bessel's Equation and Functions 

Bessel's differential equation is: 

J'" + xy'+ (jc^ — = 0 iA.25) 

Which can be written in standard form; 

r" + + - JLjj; =0 (.A.26) 

This is the classical form of the equation. The equations (14.1) and (14.2) are not exactly 

the same as this equation. However it is easy to modify its solution to obtain the solution 

for (14.1) and (14.2). 

Herev is a given non-negative number. Using Frobenius method, a series 

representation is conside 
OO 

red for the solution of the ^ («o * 0) (A .27) 
m=0 

Substituting this function into Bessel's equation gives 

oo oo .28) 

^im + p)im+p-l)amJ(f"'*'P (m +/») 
m=0 m=0 

+ ̂  1; =0 
m=0 m=0 
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This must always hold. Therefore the coefficients ofx^, ... must vanish. This 

yields 
pip—l)aQ+paQ — v^aQ=0 (A.29) 

(p+l)pai+(p + l)ai—v^ai=0 (/1.30) 

is  + p)( .s  +  p-  Dos +( .s  +  p)as + is  + p)Us + as-2 - = 0 iA.31) 

The first equation i.e. A.29 is the indicial equation and may be written as 

ip  + v){p-v)  = 0 iA .32) 

which gives pi  = v( > 0) and pi  — —v.  

For P — P\ equation A.30 gives ai = 0 and A.31 changes into 

(5 + 2 V) J a, + Og-z =0 (A .33) 

Since ai = 0 and v is a non-negative value, it yields aj = 0, as = 0, ... . For even 

indices s = lm the other coefficients can be obtained as 
iA .34) 

1 
<l2/n — ~ "2/11—2 /W = 1, 2, ... 

l^miv + m) 

Therefore to obtain a coefficient the previous coefficients must already have been 

calculated. ^ "o (^.35) 

^ 22(V + 1) (^.36) 

ai OQ 
a4 = -

222(V + 2) 242!(V + 1)(V + 2) 

And iA .37) 
i-rroQ 

Q-Ztn ~ 2^ 
22'n/ff !(v + l)(v +2)... iv  + m) 

1 
For integer values of v = n and assuming a value for the first coefficient ao = 

2»nl 

particular solution of A.26 denoted by J„ (jc) is found 
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J „(x) = ^ r y  
i i fn+nmlin+myl  (/1.38) 

This is called the Bessel function of the first kind of order n. Since any scalar 

times this function also satisfies the differential equation, the value assumed for ao is 

immaterial. The above value is chosen to produce a simplified form for the function. In 

the following a few number of the functions are shown 

Fig. A.l - Besselfunctions of the first kind of orders 0,1 and 2 

For non-integer values of v > 0 in order to perform algebraic manipulations, an 

extension to the concept of factorial is required. This generalization is provided by 

gamma flmction, 

r{v)^  ̂  e~* t"'^ d t  (v>0)  (^ .39)  

Integration by parts gives, 

r(v + 1) = e~'t^ dt = v e~' f""' dt (A .40) 

Or 

Since 

r(v+i )  =  vr(v)  ( / i  =  o ,  1 , . . . )  

r(l) = e-* dt = 1 

(^.41) 

iAA2) 
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from (A.41) it leads to 

r(2) = r(i) = 1!, r(3) = 2r(2) = 2!, ... 

and in general 

r(ii+ 1) = rt! (« = 0, 1, ...) (A ,43) 

Therefore gamma function is the generalized form of the factorial flmction. 

Now instead of assuming ao = which is valid only for integer values of v = « the 
2«/i! 

more suitable form of j 
ao = -44) 

2>'r(v + l) 

can be used. This yields to the following expression for A.37 

(-ir 
a 2 m =  —  -45) 

ilm+Vfn\ (v + 1)(v +2)... (v + m)Tiv +1)  

Using the properties of gamma function 

(v  +  l ) (v  +  2) . . .  (v  + /«)r(v + 1) = r(v +/#! + 1) 

the expression A.45 changes into 
(_l)m 

02 m= (A.46)  
22ft+vtn\r(v  + m + l )  

Using A.46 and for j;,(jc), A.27 gives a particular solution denoted by 

oo (— 
P  =  P l = y  =  i A A l )  

m i r ( .v+m +1)  

This is called the Bessel function of the first kind of order v and it converges for 

every value of x. Immediately by replacing v with -v it gives another solution of the 
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equation for the same v, which is a non-integer value. In this case the general solution of 

the Bessel's equation for non-zero values of x and non-integer values of v would be 

y(x) = CiJyix) + C2J-vix) (^.48) 

If v is an integer then Jv(jc) and 7_v(jc) are linearly dependent and the Bessel function of 

the second kind gives another independent solution. 

For V = « = 0 the Bessel's equation takes the form of 

xy" + J''+JCJ'= 0 (A.49) 

and the indicial equation A.32 has a double rooi p = 0 .Therefore the second solution 

must be of the form 
oo 

In JC + ^ y" (A .50) 
m=l 

The derivatives of A.50 are required for substitution into the equation 

•A) *** 
yz' =>^0' Injc + h m Amxf" -I 

2Jq' JQ 
y2"=-fo" lnjc+ +y m(m- 1) 

X v2 ^ 

Now A.49 takes the form of 

-2 

m=I 

m=l m=l m=l 

but it is shown that: JQ' (jc) = > = V 
22'w(m!)2 

It gives 
oo (  lyw Y^m—l oo oo 

22 «-2w !(#«-!)! 

Again the coefficients of the like powers of x must vanish. Foij:^® it gives 

(2 s + 1)^ A2S+1 + A2S-2 =0 s = 1, 2, ... 
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Since A\ =0 other odd terms according to the above equation must be zero too. 

/ll = 0, y43 = 0, /I5 = 0, ... 

Setting the coefficients of equal to zero gives 

—1+4^2 = 0 or A 2 = 1 / 4  ( S  =  0 )  

For ^ = 1, 2, ... 

+ i2s+2r A2S+2+A2S =0 
22s (s + 1)!^! 

and specifically for s = 1 

1 
— + 16^4 + ̂ 42 =0 /44 = -3/128 
8 

and generally 

22'"(m!)2 V 2 3 m 

" ( ' 1 1  1  \  
A2 m — — 11 + — + — + .. .  + ) /W — 1, 2, . ,  

" " V 2 3 mf 
by assuming 

1 1 1 
hfft = 1 + — + — + . . .+ — 

2 3 m 

Now all of A parameters are known. Substituting into A.50 gives 

~  1 , 3 ^  
JzCJC) = /o(JC)lnX + V = /oWlnAT H AT .V + -... 

22'w(m!)2 4 128 

Since Jq and j'2(-*-") are linearly independent functions the combination of a{y2 + B J O )  

is also a particular solution. Fora = 21 tc and 6 = 7 - In 2 where 

( 1 1  1  ^  
•y = 0.57721566490... = Iims_»oo |1 + — + — + ...H Ins) Culerconstant 

V 2 3 s / 

the Bessel function of the second kind of order zero is obtained as: 
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2  ̂ ,̂ 1 22'«(/«!)2 

For V = /f = 1, 2, ... by similar manipulations the solution can be obtained as: 

Z ( X \ JC ^ 
rtU) = — In —  + y \  +  —  V  

xr" (/f-m-l)! -
— Z 

22m+n ffiMm+nV-

^ ^ 22«+«m! 

Therefore a general solution for the Bessl's equation for all values of v is: 

j^(x) = C\ Jyix) + C2 FyU) 

Yq 

-0.5 

Fig. A.2 - Besselfunctions of the second kind of orders 0,1 and 2 
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APPENDIX B 

Part I 

Coordinates of points used to plot the non-dimentional dispersion curves for aluminum 

pipe with 17 = 0.1 . 

r 1 1799 , r 1 121199 I r 1 149059 . 
^ 20 ' 32000 ^ 20 ' 32000 ^ 20 ' 32000 ' ' 
r 1 242987 , r 1 285971 , r 249 8167 , 
^ 20 ' 32000 J' ^ 20 ' 32000 J' ^ 1000 ' 32000 
r 249 109657 , r 249 161397 , 
^ 1000 ' 32000 ^ 1000 ' 32000 '' 
r 249 235027 , r 249 289951 ^ r 56 12147 , 
^ 1000 ' 32000 J' ^ 1000 ' 32000 ' ^25' 32000 ' " 
r 56 95727 , r 56 35543 , . 56 223087 , 

^ 125 ' 32000 ^ 125 ' 6400 ^ 125 ' 32000 '' 
r 56 293931 , r 647 11351 , r 647 85777 , 
^ 125 ' 32000 J' ^ 1000 ' 32000 ^^ 1000 ' 32000 
r 647 193237 , r 647 42707 , r 647 295921 , 

^ 1000 ' 32000 ^ 1000 ' 6400 ^ 1000 ' 32000 J' 
r 423 3391 , r 423 196819 , r 423 218709 , 
^ 500 ' 32000 '' ^ 500 ' 32000 J' ^ 500 ' 32000 •> ' 
r 423 296717 , r 209 2111 , r 209 86971 , 
^ 500 ' 32000 ^ 200 ' 6400 ^ 200 ' 32000 '' 
r 209 38727 , r 209 234231 , r 209 297513 , 
^ 200 ' 6400 J' ^ 200 ' 32000 J' ^ 200 ' 32000 
r 311 26077 , . 311 94931 •, r 311 193237 , 
^ 250 ' 32000 '' ^ 250 ' 32000 ^ 250 ' 32000 '' 
r 311 50269 I r 311 59821 , ^ 1443 41201 , 
^ 250 ' 6400 ^ 250 ' 6400 ^ 1000 ' 32000 
r 1443 105279 , r 1443 197217 , r 1443 268061 , 
^ 1000 ' 32000 J' ^ 1000 ' 32000 ^ 1000 ' 32000 
r 1443 301891 , r 821 54733 , r 821 116423 , 
^ 1000 ' 32000 ^ 500 ' 32000 ^ 500 ' 32000 '' 
r 821 204779 , r 821 284379 , r 821 61413 •, 
^ 500 ' 32000 '' ^ 500 ' 32000 ' ' ^ 500 ' 6400 '' 
r 1841 66673 , r 1841 128363 , r 1841 8621 , 

^ 1000 ' 32000 J' ^ 1000 ' 32000 ^ 1000 ' 1280 '' 
r 1841 299503 , r 1841 315423 , r 51 76623 , 
^ 1000 ' 32000 ^ 1000 ' 32000 '' ^ 25 ' 32000 
r 51 27981 , r 51 227863 •, r 51 312637 , 

^ 25 ' 6400 J ' ^ 25 ' 32000 ^ 25 ' 32000 ' 
r 2239 85777 , r 2239 151049 . r 2239 240599 , 
^ 1000 ' 32000 ^ 1000 ' 32000 ^ 1000 ' 32000 ' 
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1219 162193 r  1219 252141 

500 32000 
f  

^ 500 ' 32000 
2637 172939 r  2637 52657 

1000 
f  

32000 
r  L 1000 ' 6400 

709 36737 , [ 709 273633 , 

250 ' 6400 >' 1 250 ' 32000 J ' 
607 194033 , r  607 56637 , 

200 ' 32000 J L 200 ' 6400 
1617 204381 r  1617 292339 

500 
e  

32000 
r  

^ 500 ' 32000 
3433 214729 3433 301493 

1000 32000 
r  

^ 1000 ' 32000 
454 225077 , r  454 310249 , 

125 ' 32000 ' ^ 125 ' 32000 ' 
3831 235027 r  3831 319403 

1000 
f  

32000 
r  L 1000 ' 32000 

403 244977 , r  4229 157417 

100 ' 32000 ' ^ 1000 32000 
1107 164183 r  1107 264877 

250 
r  

32000 
f  

^ 250 ' 32000 
4627 274827 r  2413 177317 

1000 
r  

32000 
r  L 500 ' 32000 

201 36737 , r 201 293931 1 
40 ' 6400 '' 1 40 ' 32000 ' ' 

653 60617 , f 5423 196421 •, 

125 ' 6400 1 1000 ' 32000 J 
2811 202789 r  5821 209157 

500 
r  

32000 
e  

^ 1000 ' 32000 
6219 221893 . 3209 227863 

1000 
r  

32000 
r  L 500 ' 32000 

852 240599 , r  1403 246569 

125 ' 32000 ' l- 200 ' 32000 
7413 51861 , f  1051 289951 

1000 
f  

6400 J ^ 125 ' 32000 
4403 302289 r  1801 308657 

500 
r  

32000 
r  L 200 ' 32000 

r 2637 101697 , 
' ^ 1000 ' 32000 >' 

r 709 109259 . 
L 250 ' 32000 

607 116423 , 
200 ' 32000 '' 
1617 123587 . 
500 ' 32000 J' 

r 3433 130751 , 
' ^ 1000 ' 32000 

r 454 137517 , 
' ^ 125 ' 32000 J' 
, 3831 144283 , 
L 1000 ' 32000 

r 403 151049 , 

' ^ 100 ' 32000 '' 
r 4229 254927 , 
^ 1000 ' 32000 J' 

r 4627 170551 , 
' L 1000 ' 32000 '' 

r 2413 284379 , 
' ^ 500 ' 32000 
653 190053 , 
125 ' 32000 '' 

r 5423 312637 , 
L 1000 ' 32000 J' 

r 301 8621 , 
'^50' 1280 

r 6617 234231 , 

' ^ 1000 ' 32000 
r 3607 252937 •, 
L 500 ' 32000 
r 8607 296319 , 
^ 1000 ' 32000 J' 
. 2301 314627 

' ^ 250 ' 32000 J 
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Part n 

Coordinates of points obtained for sample anisotropic pipe, reported on page 75. 

{247500 , 

{395000 , 

{542500 , 

{690000 , 

{985000 , 

{1280000 , 

{1575000 , 

{1722500 , 

{1870000 , 

{2017500 , 

{2165000 , 

{2312500 , 

{2312500 , 

{2460000 , 

{2607500 , 

{2607500 , 

{2755000 , 

{2902500 , 

{2902500 , 

{3050000 , 

{3197500 , 

{3345000 , 

56075 , 
32 J 

60125 I 
32 ^ 

62375 , 

32 ' 
63275 , 

32 J 
154175 

32 
88475 

32 
78125 

32 
290975 

32 
73625 

32 
72725 

32 
71825 

32 
70925 

32 
318875 

32 
293225 

32 
65975 

32 
317525 

32 
301325 

32 
188825 

32 
319775 

32 
295475 

32 
127175 

32' 
79025 

32 

{247500 , }, {247500 , }, 

{395000 , }, {395000 , }, 

{542500 , }, {542500 , 

{690000, }, {837500, ^^3^^^ }, 

, {1132500 , ^°32^^ }, {1132500 , }, 

, {1280000 , }, {1427500 , } 

, {1575000 , ^"2^^ }, {1722500 , } 

}, {1722500 , }, 

, {1870000 , ^^3!^^ }, {2017500 , }, 

, {2017500 , }, {2017500 , ], 

, {2165000 , ^^32^^ }, {2165000 , ^^32^^ 

. .[2312500 . 105575 (2312500 , 294575 

} 

, {2312500 , 1°5575 {2312500 , 

}, {2460000 , }, {2460000 , 

}, {2460000 , ^^32^^ }, 

f, {2607500 , }, {2607500 , ^^32^^ }, 

}, {2755000 , }, {2755000 , ^^3"^ }, 

}, {2755000, ^^32^^ }, {2902500, }, 

} , {2902500 , 29^^25 ^ ^ |2902500 , } , 

}, {3050000 , }, {3050000 , 32^^ }' 

}, {3050000 , {3197500 , }, 

}, {3197500, ^^32^^ }, {3197500, }, 

., {3345000, {3345000, ^^32^^ }r 



(3345000 , 

(3492500 , 

(3640000 , 

(3640000 , 

(3787500 , 

(3787500 

(3935000 

(3935000 , 

(4082500 , 

(4082500 , 

(4230000 , 

(4377500 , 

(4377500 , 

(4525000 , 

(4672500 

(4672500 

(4820000 , 

(4967500 , 

(4967500 , 

(5115000 , 

(5262500 , 

(5262500 , 

(5410000 

(5557500 

(5557500 

304025 1 
32 

290075 1 

32 
100625 , 

32 
315275 , 

32 J' 

110975 I 
32 •' 

309425 . 
32 

173075 1 

' 32 
317975 , 

32 ' ' 
146975 I 

' 32 
315275 , 

32 
292325 1 

32 J 
120425 I 

(3492500 

(3640000 , 

(3787500 

, (3787500 

106475 1 

301325 1 (3640000 , 32 ^' 

32 '' 296825 1 
272525 X (3640000 , -,0 J 

32 
75875 \ (3787500 , 

32 ^ 
218975 1 (3787500 , 

32 
69125 1 f3935000 , 

32 ' 
294125 1 (3935000 

32 '' 
65975 T (4082500 , 

32 ^ 
293225 1 (4082500 , 

' 32 
65975 T (4230000 , 

32 ' ' 
305375 1 (4377500 , 

32 
290075 1 (4377500 

32 
65975 ^ (4525000 , 

32 
168575 . (4525000 

32 

(3935000 

(3935000 

(4082500 , 

(4082500 , 

(4230000 , 

(4230000 , 

(4377500 , 
32 ' 

306275 1 (4525000 
32 ^ 

112775 X (4525000 
32 ^ 

65975 X (4672500 , 
32 ^ 

238775 X (4672500 , 
32 ' ' 

102425 1 (4820000 , 
32 ^ 

65975 1 (4967500 , 
32 ^ 

313925 X (5115000 
32 '' 

146525 X (5115000 
32 

65975 (5262500 , 

(5262500 

32 ^ 
82625 (4672500 

32 
96125 , 

32 
295025 1 

32 J ' 

92525 , 
32 

307175 , 
32 J' 

89825 . 
32 

305825 , 
32 J ' 

131225 , 
32 

65975 1 

32 '' 
304475 n 

32 -f' 
83975 , 

32 >' 
277925 , 

32 J ' 

106925 1 
32 J ' 
65915 X 

-,n 1 ' 

32 
290525 -1 

32 '' '' 
90725 1 (5410000 , 

32 ^ 
65975 1 (5557500 , 

32 '' 
304025 1 (5557500 

32 ' 

'"3"^ ), {4820000 , ^^575 

1. {4820000 , }, 

}, (5115000 , }, 

' 3^2575 15115000 , 3197J5 

}, (5262500 , }, 
32 J' I 32 ' 

, ). (5410000 . ^=1;^ ), 

), {5410000 , 

^^3?'^ }, (5557500 , 

}, (5705000 

f r 
32 ' 

251825 X 
32 

65975 1 

32 '' 



.5705000, . 32 / '  f5705000 ,  213575 

'5852500 , ^5975 , ^ 32 32 /' [5852500 , 85775 , 

5852500 , 182525 , ^ 32 I' 
'  3 2  / '  { 5 8 5 2 5 0 0  

13964375 ,  2350},  I  ^1369375 
8 

, 2575), / ^7416875 
8 

'  2 8 0 0 } ,  f  3 2 6 9 6 8 7 5  
8 

3025},  f  ^9716875 
a 

r 3025 }, r 18684375 
8 

, 3250}, [ ^^815625 
8' 

r  3 4 7 5 } ,  I  27239375 
8 

r  3 4 7 5  } ,  I  ^ ' ^ 3 3 1 2 5  
8 

• 3700} ,  (  35278125 
8 

3925 }, 1^6988125 
8 

3925},  f "^3095625 
8 

4 1 5 0 } ,  f  3 3 6 5 5 6 2 5  
8 

4375}, f 24731875 
8 

4375 }, [ 1S1"76875 
8 

32'' }' {5705000 , 308525 

}, {5852500 , ^ 

307175 , r 3418125 
32 J' ^ 8 

8 
24363125 

8 
21413125 

8 
9391875 

8 
40366875 

8 
38080625 

8 
17946875 

8 
45750625 

8 
26354375 

8 
8285625 

8 
34393125 

8 
25174375 

8 
16398125 

8 
41473125 

8 
40883125 

8 • - o 

24141875 , r 32254375 
8 ' { " 8 

7843125 , r 23920625 
* 5U5UI ,  [  g 

- • - J '  I  8  
4600 }, {^^'^3125 

8 

8 U 
39924375 

8 
31664375 

8 
7695625 

8 

5050 }, (47963125 

,  5275 }, (39555625 

5500 }, (15586875 ^ 
8 

. a 
. 2350 }, f 11235625 

8 
r 2575}, f 10055625 

8 
r 2800 }, ( '^^054375 

8 
r 3025}, 1 30041875 

8 
'  3250},  I  29345625 

8 
, 3250}, I 8654375 

8 
^ 3475 }, f 36458125 

8 
'  3 7 0 0 } ,  f  1 7 3 5 6 8 7 5  

8 
'  3 7 0 0 } ,  (  44275625 

8 
^ 3925 }, I 25690625 

8 
f  3925} ,  I  16619375 

8 
/ 4150}, f 42210625 

8 
' 4375 }, ( 33139375 

8 
' 4600}, I 32623125 

8 
4825 } , [ 1^029375 

8 ' 
' 4825 }, f 40366875 

8 
5050}, I 31959375 

8 
r 5050}, f 7769375 

8 
' 5275}, [ 47520625 

8 
5500}, I 31369375 

8 

, 1900 } 

, 2575 }, 

, 2800 }, 

,  2800}, 

. 3025 }, 

, 3250 }, 

3475}, 

, 3475 }, 

3700 }, 

, 3700 }, 

3925 }, 

, 4150 }, 

, 4150}, 

, 4375 }, 

, 4600}, 

4825 }, 

, 4825 }, 

5050 }, 

5275 }, 

, 5275 }, 

5500 }, 



39260625 
I 8 

15513125 ^ 
I 8 

46783125 ^ 
i 8 

23183125 ^ 
I 8 

46488125 
I 8 

23035625 
I 8 

46193125 
I 8 

22961875 
I 8 

45898125 
I 8 

30410625 
I 8 

7548125 
I 8 

37859375 ^ 
I 8 

15070625 ^ 
I 8 

45234375 ^ 
I 8 

29968125 ^ 
I 8 

7474375 
I 8 

37343125 
I 8 

14849375 

I 8 
37121875 

I 8 
14775625 

I 8 

47151875 
5500) , i 8 

, 31148125 
5 7 2 5 1  8  

7621875 
5725} , i 8 

^ , 30926875 ^ 5950], ( 
5950 } » i a 

7621875 
,  5950}/. 1 8 

7695625 ^ 5725} , 
5500}, i  8 

38965625 ^ 5725}r 
5725 } , 1 B 

, f 15439375 ^ 5950] , 
5950}-- 1 a 

38744375 ^ 5950] , 
8 

f 15365625 ^ 55^75 ] , 
61"?  ̂} i 8 

, 38449375 j , 
30779375 ^ 6175}, ( 8 

6175 1 8 15291875 6400 ), 
7621875 ^ 6400}, ( 8 

6175 ]f[ 8 38301875 
30631875 ^ 6400}, { 8 

6400}r I 8 15218125 
, 7548125 ^ g625] r [  q 

6400 }, 1 8 45676875 6625 } 
, 38080625 ^ g625} , 1 8 

, 6625}, i 8 30263125 
15144375 ^ 6850}, ( 3 

, 6400 } 

6625 }, 

6850 } , ( 8 
45455625 

, 6850 } , I 8 
30115625 

, 7075}, 1 8 
7474375 

, 7075}, 1 8 

6850 } , 

7075}, 

, 7075}, 

7300 } , 

, 7548125 ^ 
6850 }, i 8 

37711875 
7075}, i 8 

14996875 
7300} , i 8 

, 45013125 7300} , 
37490625 ^ 7300} , } 8 

7300}, i 8 ,29894375 7525}, 
14923125 ^ 7525} , [ 3 

7525}, 1 8 ,7400625 7750}, 
44791875 ^ 7525}, I s 

29746875 ^ 7750}^ 
7750}, I 8 

7525}, 1 
22298125 

7750 } , i 8 
44570625 

,  7750}, i  8 '  
29599375 

,  7975}, i  8 

7400625 ^ 7 9 7 5 }  ,  

7750} , 1 a 
36974375 ,7975}. 

7975}, i  8 



oo^Q-7^ 1 f 29378125 3200 ] 
, 7326875 3200 V, { R 

44349375 ^ ^975), [ g ' ^ ^ ® 
I 8 

36753125 
I a 

14554375 { 
r 36531875 
^ 8 
r 14406875 
^ 8 
f 36236075 
^ 8 

r 14185625 
^ 8 
r 43095625 
^ 8 
r 20454375 
^ 8 
. 41620625 
^ 8 
I 14701875 
^ 8 
r 8801875 

8200), (^'^128125 
8 

9425 I, f 21855625 
a 

S425}, I '^3833125 
8 

8650}, I ^^'^08125 
8 

' 8650}, I ^3538125 
8 

' 8875], / 21339375 
8 

' 8875 ], I 5^09375 
8 

' 9100 1 (27681875 ^ ^ 8 ' 9100), / 

' 93 00), [ 2459375 
^ « 

, 7179375 6425}, 
8 2 0 0 } ,  l a  

^ , 29230625 3425} 
8425}, I 8 

7031875 ^ 8650}, 
8425 }, { 

8650 }, { 28935625 ^ gggQ|^ 

8650 }, { ̂ ^^2^25 ^ gg75 1 ̂  

8875 }, (2S640625 ^ ^ ^ 

9100 }, { 13743125 ^ g^QO }, 

, 9100}, 

, , 10866875 9325}, 
9325}, I 8 

, 9325}, ( 8 

, 13521875 
9550}, 1 e 

42800625 ^ 9325}, 

9550 }, 

25764375 ^ 955O }, { 
I 8 

12784375 ^ 9775}, { 
I 8 

33508125 ^ 9775}, ( 
I 8 

28714375 ^ 9325}, ( 3 
, 21634375 

9550 } , I 8 

- .  r 8285625 9775 \ ,  
33213125 ^ 9550 }, ( g ' ^ ^ 

, f 29451875 9775}, 
21191875 ^ 9775}, [ 8 

8 42284375 9775! 
40588125 ^ 9775}, [ 8 

8 
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